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This thesis investigates the effect of nine sociological
variables on church attendance in two churches in Bowling Green,
Kentucky. The sample was drawn from a Church of Christ (N=135)
and a Southern Baptist church (N=105). The effects of these
variables were determined by using the computer program "Mul-
tiple Nominal Scale Analysis." The explanatory variables
examined with church attendance were other religious activity,
education, occupation, income, meaning, belonging, conserva-
tism/orthodoxy, a general sense of meaning, and the number of
other voluntary associations belonged to. Meaning was de-
fined as the belief that one belonged to the New Testament
Church. Belonging was divided into two variables; the number
of closest friends that attended one's congregation and the
number of closest friends in one's denomination. Eight other
variables were examined for their effect on belonging, defined
as the number of closest friends in one's congregation. They
were how many years the subject has been attending his present
church, how many years he has been a member of his present
church, whether or not the subject's mother and father are
living and whether or not each of them attended church, and
if so where. Subjects were also asked how long they had
lived in or near Bowling Green, Kentucky, and the occupations
of one's five closest friends. The findings indicate that in
both churches other religious activity was the most powerful
predictor of church attendance. In the Church of Christ this
was followed by belonging, defined as the number of closest
friends in one's congregation, and meaning. In the Baptist
church "social status" variables such as income, number of
other voluntary organizations belonged to and occupation
ranked below other religious activity. This supported the
principal hypothesis that attendance in the Church of Christ
would be higher and that meaning and belonging would be better
predictors of church attendance here than in the Baptist church.
Concerning belonging, the findings indicate that the occupa-
tions of one's closest friends is important in both churches
but where the combined variable of number of years one has
attended his present church and number of years he has been a
member are important in the Baptist church, the background
variable of the church one's father attended is more important
in the Church of Christ.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Although some will argue that religion is not as influ-
ential on American society as it once was, the fact that it
is still an important aspect of our value system will be dis-
puted by very few. The Bible is still a best seller. Moberg
(1962: 1) found, and it is still believed to be true, the
churches in America have more members than any other type of
voluntary organization. The functions the church serves are
multiple and varied, but the two most often cited are meaning
and belonging.
That religion provides meaning for one's life is not a
new concept. Spencer (1895: 774) saw that traditional beliefs
were needed to hold an assemblage of men together. Although
Marx did not agree that religion was needed if it could be
replaced by something else, such as Communism, he did see the
function that "the opium of the people" (1957: 38) wa; ful-
filling at the time. Not unlike Marx, Freud (1928: 51) saw
religion as an illusion, but an illusion so strong that "re-
ligious ideas have exercised the very strongest influence on
mankind." Allport (1950: 18) feels that religion may always
remain alive, for it fills that void left by the incompre-
hensiveness of the universe. It is for the explanation of
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this that men strive, desiring religion to help them find
complete knowledge. Yinger (1970: 826, 828) sees religion
as an attempt to deal with helplessness and frustration. It
attempts to explain the unexplainable and give power to the
powerless. As Kelley (1972: 38) writes:
But by far the most important patterns for man's
life are the very biggest ones, which explain the
purpose of his existence, the nature of reality,
the fate of the world, the character of the beings
or forces that determine his destiny, and how he
can relate to them. These largest patterns of
meaning are the subject matter of religion.
Linked with meaning is belonging. It is not enough that
man has meaning, but he also needs to be with others who share
this meaning. Durkheim (1915) wrote a classic on the impor-
ance of group life in religion, going so far as to say that
religion is society itself. As Yinger (1970: 157) states,
"Across a wide range of classes we find religious themes and
movements that declare: You are not alone." The main tangible
source of religious meaning and belonging in America is found
in the church. Moberg (1962: 156) sees the church as a main
source of social solidarity and stability. It gives the
believer a sense of security, and provides him with meaning
for life, such as by helping people to define life goals and
purposes (p. 163). It also helps develop personalities by
influencing social standards, guarding the mores of society
and integrating societal values (pp. 175-177).
In discussing the effect of belonging to a church, Godin
(1964: 205) writes that "...belonging is more than behavior;
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it is conduct, behavior with a meaning." He emphasizes that
the "we feeling" is a very persuasive one, the more one feels
this sense of community, the more he is open to the influence
of the group. When writing of religious belonging he says,
...that the 'we' as an expression (effect or cause) of re-
ligious belonging signifies more than the simple 'being
together.' It refers to a 'being-together-before-and-towards-
God' and even a 'being-together-with-God.'"
Despite the fact that religion may also be dysfunctional,
religion nonetheless is a primary source of meaning and be-
longing. As Marty, et al. (1968: 153) write, "...religion's
basic function is to furnish an explanation for life and that
in addition in American society it also provides an important
means of social identification and location,..."
It is not a startling revelation that some churches have
better attendance than others. Some churches build strong
memberships and then begin to lose them. In interpreting the
statistics in the Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches 
1974, an article in Christianity Today (1974: 53) stated that,
"If any trend is shown by the new figures, the NCC (National
Council of Churches) said, it is that the older, so-called
mainline Protestant denominations continue to lose members
while the theologically conservative or strongly evangelistic
groups are generally gaining." It is the purpose of this
thesis to help answer the question of why one church has
better attendance than another. It is believed that two of the
variables that show a positive relationship with attendance
4
are meaning and belonging. This thesis will employ these
concepts basically as they are defined by Andrew Greeley
(1971 and 1972). Greeley writes in Why Can't They Be Like Us?
(1971: 82-83):
...one can say that religion plays two important
social functions: It provides both meaning and
belonging. It gives man a world view which enables
him to cope with the ultimate problems of life and
at the same time provides him with an ethos which
gives him basic guidelines on how to live. Further-
more, as an ultimate value system shared with others,
it provides a primordial 'cement' which can hold human
groups together. In one-religion societies, religion
is the social cement that unifies the society. In
multireligion societies like our own, the religious
denomination provides a community or at least a col-
lectivity within which its members can find some sort
of answers to the ultimate questions and a group of
people with which they can identify themselves.
The principal hypothesis of this thesis is that there is a pos-
itive relationship between the amount of meaning and belonging
experienced by an individual and the degree to which he or
she will attend religious services. The greater the sense of
meaning and belonging for members of a congregation, the
higher their attendance rates.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES
This review of literature will be concerned with: 1)
evaluating whether the church-sect typology or any variation
of it can be used to theoretically categorize the two churches
in this thesis; 2) critically evaluating previous studies on
church attendance as affected by social status and group in-
volvement; and, 3) specifying how this thesis differs from
previous studies.
This thesis will examine the congregations of two different
religious organizations. One is a Southern Baptist congrega-
tion. In 1972, the Southern Baptist Convention with 12,065,333
members, was the largest Protestant organization in the United
States (Jacquet, 1974: 236). The other congregation is that
of the Church of Christ. The Church of Christ is somewhat
different from the more mainline Protestant denominations,
su-,1 as the Southern Baptist in tAaLJ.L. does not have any
visible organizational structure higher than the local congre-
gation. In 1968, there were reported to be 18,000 congrega-
tions with 2,400,000 members (Jacquet, 1974: 232).1
1It should be noted that church statistics are not ade-
quate for precise comparisons. Their major contribution to
5
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Although their exact number is not known, they are growing
rapidly, and within only the last twenty years have emerged
as one of the top ten non-Catholic bodies in North America
(Mead, 1970: 85). They are theologically conservative, with
their major premise being that they are the New Testament
Church. This belief that they are the New Testament Church
is believed to be the major component of meaning provided
by this church. To belong to the New Testament Church would
give its members a separateness from all others. This belief
is at the heart of the theology of the Church of Christ. The
Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches 1974 (1974: 51)
lists the Christian Bible Teacher as one of the major periodi-
cals of the Church of Christ. The Christian Bible Teacher
(1974) on its back cover says that Leroy Brownlow's Why I Am
A Member of the Church of Christ (1945) "has sold more copies
than any other religious book written by a member of the church."
In his book Brownlow (1945: 27) writes:
Yes, the Bible speaks of 'churches of Christ'
(Rom.16: 16) and 'the seven churches that are in
this thesis is that they do allow a base of comparison. Many
denominations still use hand tabulation methods and some still
use as their base "educated guesses." Church statistics are
always incomplete and the accuracy of their data gathering
devices vary from religion to religion and denomination to
denomination. Some churches do not collect data every year
and precise records of church attendance are very rare. Socio-
economic data and statistics on participation in church acti-
vities and programs are almost non-existent (Jacquet, 1974: IV).
Even with the inaccuracy of church statistics they serve their
purpose in this thesis by showing that both the Church of Christ
and the Southern Baptist Convention are prominent Protestant
denominations, with the Southern Baptist Convention being the
largest in the United States.
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Asia' (Rev.1: 4). The word churches is here used in
a congregational  sense. This usage is extant on
every hand. We speak of the churches of Christ in
the country, but they are all alike. Having the same
marks of identity. We speak of the seven or any
number of churches in a certain territory just as
the Holy Spirit spoke of 'the seven churches that
are in Asia.'
This should be enough to
credulous that Christ is the
church. This being true, we
matter and should be content
church.
convince the most in-
founder of only one
have no choice in the
to be members of Christ's
Throughout this book Brownlow attempts to show that the Church
of Christ is the only New Testament Church.
Following the same theme as Brownlow, A.G. Hobbs in the
pamphlet The Church That Jesus Built (1958: 19-20) writes:
The church of Christ today is the one that Jesus
built. We wear the same name, teach the same terms
of pardon, and worship the same way. To be the New
Testament Church, it must meet the characteristics
herein set forth. Are you a member of the Church that
Jesus built or do you belong to one that is human in
origin, name, faith, doctrine, and practice? Why be-
long to a denomination when you could belong to the
true Church you read about in the New Testament and be
just a Christian only?
To further illustrate, it should be mentioned that the
Churches of Christ in the Bowling Green, Kentucky area had a
series of tent meetings from September 16-20, 1974. At these
meetings a New Testament was sold which had a breakdown on
the last page of such elements as organization, creed, and
name of how a church should be organized according to the
New Testament. This chart emphasized the contention of the
Church of Christ that it is the true church. So, this belief
is prevalent within the church in which the study was conducted.
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The belief that it is the New Testament Church is cen-
tral to the doctrine and organization of the Church of Christ.
To belong to the true church should give one a feeling of
greater security, of being right, of being one of the few
that are explicitly following the Bible's teachings. This
belief dictates many of the practical aspects of the Church
such as not accepting the baptism of other churches. Other
organizations are called denominations and are viewed as
perversions of the New Testament Church.
This belief that one is a member of the New Testament
Church is thought to affect one's entire set of attitudes,
beliefs, and values. Meaning is defined here as the belief
that one belongs to the New Testament Church. This defin-
ition of meaning must be differentiated from meaning defined
in a general sense. The general sense of meaning is opera-
tionalized in an index that defines meaning in vague terms
such as my church helps me set my coals and values. It is be-
lieved that this type of definition will produce no differ-
entiation among churches or church people. Almost the entire
population of church members in America will say that their
purpose of existence is to glorify God and do His will. Con-
cerning the fate of the world, most will say that those who
do not become Christian will die and go to Hell. But there
is a great difference between this general sense of meaning
and believing that you are the only people with the truth
(meaning as operationalized in this thesis). In essence,
your existence is not only to glorify God and do His will,
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but to spread the real truth, because you are the only ones
who have it. Those people who do not believe exactly as you
do are wrong. Meaning is more than just exclusiveness; it
is a life-style; it is a pattern of thought. Once one de-
cides his is the only real church, all other questions of
world-view are answered. To decide one church has all the
right answers establishes one's basic actions and thought
patterns in religion. If this be the case, then this pattern
of thought is likely to be associated with certain actions;
for example, a high level of church attendance.
The Southern Baptists, on thu other hand, are not as
strict, believing that anyone who accepts Jesus Christ as
Lord and Savior is a member of the New Testament Church. Al-
though they think they interpret scripture correctly, they
would not say all other denominations are perversions of the
real truth. Therefore, we would not expect this belief to be
associated with as high a level of church attendance as noted
above.
It should be noted here that although the concepts of
meaning and Lelonging are borrowed from Greeley (1972), this
thesis will not define them exactly as he did. Greeley in
his book The Denominational Society (1972) associates reli-
gious meaning and belonging with ethnicity. Although Greeley
defines ethnicity in a broad sense, when applying the concepts
he tends to limit it to nationality groups. Laumann (1969)
and Nelsen and Allen (1974) also attempt this. This thesis
will not attempt to dispute these studies. Rather, it is
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assumed that etnnicity will not have a significant effect on
church attendance, for it is believed that only a relatively
small number of the sample will know their ethnic background.
This is assumed because of the relative ethnic homogeneity
of the congregations used. In this region of the United
States and in cities of the size of Bowling Green, Kentucky,
there does not seem to be a strong identification with specific
ethnic subcommunities as in some large cities.
Rather than viewing meaning and belonging in their
ethnic contexts, meaning is defined by two different indices.
Belonging will be discussed later. Meaning will be defined by
two indices - one designed to measure the belief that one
belongs to the New Testament Church and that all other religious
organizations are perversions of the real church and a more
general index of meaning will measure the degree the person
believes God and the Church are a help in his life. It is
assumed that there will not be enough differentiation in
this general sense of meaning within or between the two
church congregations to indicate a positive relationship with
church attendance. It is believed that the majority of the
respondents will not score significantly different on the
general sense of meaning index. It is hypothesized that in
each individual church, the higher one's meaning score, the
higher his attendance. This relationship is expected to
hold when social class, orthodoxy/conservatism, and other
variables are controlled. Furthermore, it is expected that
within the Church of Christ, meaning will be a better pre-
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dictor of attendance for its members than it will be as
a predictor of attendance for the members of the Baptist
church. This is expected because of the great weight it
is given in the teachings of the Church of Christ.
Differences of belief
to the question of whether
illustrate the church-sect
between churches naturally lead
or not these two churches do not
typology. The church-sect typology
has been one of the primary theoretical frameworks in the
sociology of religion for some time. It is an attempt to
differentiate different types of religious bodies. Different
characteristics are assigned to each of the components, de-
pending on the author. The usefulness of this typology re-
mains a common topic of interest and controversy among soci-
ologists of religion. Although Demerath and Hammond (1969: 77)
feel we must go on to build better typologies, they do see
the church-sect typology as "a fulcrum for a good deal of the
most important work in the field." Earlier, in a reply to
Goode, Demerath (1967: 82) once again defended the typology
saying, "Insofar as the distinction has elucidated the pro-
cesses by which churches and sects evolve into and out of
one another, it has been to the sociology of religion what
Marxian theory has been to the social sciences." But others
have not been so supportive. Eister (1967: 85) writes:
At the risk of isolation from whatever
consensus may exist on this point, I would argue
not only that the conceptualization is unreliable,
but that excessive, and insufficiently critical,
reliance upon it may well have blocked more vigor-




Goode (1967b: 77) calls it "a hodge-podge of definition and
empirical correlates and empirical non-correlates." Coleman
(1968: 59) says that "probably nowhere in sociological dis-
course is essential consensus on meaning of concepts so
lacking." And Benton and Dorsett (1971: 139) seem to sum
up the criticism when they say, "Finally, the church-sect
scheme has long since ceased to be a fruitful source of new
hypotheses."
The writings concerning the church-sect typology are
varied, although the majority opinion is represented by those
who look upon it as having lost much of its usefulness. In
the earlier stages of the sociology of religion it was a be-
ginning in the area of categorizing religious groups, es-
pecially churches. But as more knowledge has been gained in
the subfield, the typology of church-sect does not seem to
be explicit enough for the multitude of differences between
various religious groups. Because of this, many have at-
tempted to formulate their own typologies. Herberg (1955),
in attempting to explain the increase in church attendance
and membership in the 1950's, viewed the Protestant-Catholic-
Jew trichotomy as the major one in American religion. This
trichotomy was based upon the doctrine of the "American Way
of Life." Another example is that of Dittes' (1971) attempt
to show the similarities between the church-sect typology
and All port's extrinsic-intrinsic typology. But probably
the best example of the contradictions in attempting to use
the typology are illustrated by Benton Johnson. In "A
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Critical Appraisal of the Church-Sect Typology" (1957: 91),
Johnson views Niebuhr's (1929) sect-to-church typology as
having rather limited applications. Because of this, he
proposes a new typology, liturgical means of justification
(church) versus ethical orientation to justification (sect)
(p. 90). Basically, this would make almost all Protestant
denominations a sect since they do not believe grace is re-
ceived through the sacraments. But this would place the
Catholic Church in the church category. In "Or Church and
Sect" (1963), Johnson noted that several characteristics
that Troeltsch (1931) assigned to either church or sect tended
to vary independently of their categories (p. 541). Because
of this, he decided that only one distinction should be used
for church-sect. "A church is a religious group that accepts
the social environment in which it exists. A sect is a
religious group that rejects the social environment in which
it exists" (p. 542). He admits this is a very general defin-
ition and attempts to elaborate. As he goes on it becomes
evident that the Catholic Church is now listed as a sect.
Acknowledging that there is a distance of seven years in be-
tween these two articles, it is still significant to note that
such a large and stable (at least at that time) organization
as the Catholic Church could find no home in a church or sect
listing.
In view of these many differences of opinion, it is
deemed best to go back to some of the founders of the church-
sect typology and see where some of the problems lie. Weber
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constructed the church-sect typology in The Protestant Ethic
and the Spirit of Capitalism (1958: 144-154). But it was
more explicitly developed by Troeltsch in The Social Teachings
of the Christian Church (1931). Troeltsch viewed the sect
as rejecting the social order and the church as accepting it.
He further differentiates, saying that sects are characterized
by lay Christianity (members who are not pastors taking over
much of the responsibility that pastors have in churches).
As an example of the problem here, let us use the two churches
employed in this thesis and place them in some of Troeltsch's
criteria of a sect. First, neither of the churches in this
thesis is characterized by lay Christianity. Both have a
full-time clerical staff, a characteristic Troeltsch assigned
to only churches. Neither church shows an indifference to
the authority of the State and the ruling classes, as Troeltsch
thought sects did. Both would desire and claim the radical
fellowship of love, religious equality and brotherly love,
dislike of technical law and the oath, and directness of the
personal religious relationship, all supposedly only components
of a sect. Roth, at times, would be critical of official
spiritual guides and theologians and both would appeal to the
New Testament and to the Primitive Church, also aspects
Troeltsch assigned only to the sect (p. 336). As can be
seen, either of the churches in this thesis could be listed
as a church or sect, depending on the criteria chosen. Troeltsch
does state that "the essence of the Church is its objective
institutional character" (p. 338). From this viewpoint one
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could call the Church of Christ a sect, with its deemphasis
of any organization higher than the local congregation, and
the Southern Baptist Church a church, since it has somewhat
more of a hierarchial structure.
Although Troeltsch views it as "quite immaterial,"
I think it is significant when he comments: "Thus, in reality,
we are faced with two different sociological types. This is
true in spite of the fact (which is quite immaterial) that in-
cidentally in actual practice they (church and sect character-
istics) may often impinge upon one another" (p. 340).
The work of Niebuhr (1929: 126) and Pope (1942: 117)
present basically the same problems as the work of Troeltsch
on the issue of church-sect. Once again it is clear that
the two churches used in this study could be placed in either
category.
Weber (1958), Troeltsch (1931), Niebuhr (1929), and
Pope (1942) have written classics concerning the church-sect
typology. As I have noted, many have followed them such as
Wilson (1967), who constructed subtypes of sects. Although
his subtype of conversionist sect with its strong literal
interpretation of the Bible, distrust and indifference to
denominations, nonhostility to clerical learning or modernism,
nonopposition to modern science, and nondisdain of culture
and the artistic values in the wider society (p. 27) could
describe either the Church of Christ or the Southern Baptist
Church. Yinger (1961: 19) stays close to Troeltsch and
others in the use of his typology, emphasizing the compromising
16
attitude of the church toward society. But he says the
church's doctrine is conservative, which it is believed will
be indicative of both of tile churches in this thesis. lie
views the sect as having a small, voluntary membership.
Both of the churches in this thesis have large memberships.
Also, under sect he lists hostility or indifference to the
state, lay religion, and other characteristics that have al-
ready been commented upon.
Moberg (1970: 56-57) constructs a typology of liberal
and conservative, basing it mainly on differences in theo-
logical beliefs. Here again the same problems are encountered.
He says the conservative congregation has a smaller paid staff.
If the Church of Christ is viewed as more sect-like, as it
seems to be according to the other typologies, then this is
not true. One important aspect of Moberg's study must be
mentioned. It was one of several attempts to differentiate
churches by theological belief.
The emphasis of the review of literature so far has been
to show that the two churches used in this study do not fit
either category of church-sect. The reason for examining the
church-sect typology in such detail is that it has been the
main theoretical framework used by sociologists of religion.
As has been pointed out in several places, the characteristics
of the two churches used in this thesis do not permit use
of the typology. Of course, if the churches had to be placed
into a category, the Church of Christ would probably be more
sect-like than the Southern Baptist because of the Church of
17
Christ's lack of hierarchal structure and its claim to be
the New Testament Church. But these also become indefensible
points when one realizes there are at least (the data being
outdated) twenty-one colleges, sixty secondary and elementary
schools, forty homes for orphans or the aged, and sixty-five
periodicals, newspapers, and magazines published in the
United States sponsored by the Churches of Christ (Mead,
1970: 86-87). Therefore, the church-sect typology tends
to be a heuristic device, not a concrete illustration, and
as Yinger (1961: 20) states, "empirical examples will seldom,
if ever, correspond precisely to the pattern."
Out of these typologies defined by theological beliefs
also came studies correlating church attendance with belief.
Moberg (1970: 56) found that members of conservative congre-
gations attend church and Sunday school at higher rates.
Anderson (1970: 123) and Alston (1972: 181) came to the same
conclusion. Demerath (1965: 123) found the opposite, that
sect-like religiosity was negatively related to frequent
Sunday service attendance. Dynes (1957) has done what seems
to be the most explicit study in relating social partici-
pation to sectarianism. He found that the less sectarian
one was, the less he attended church (p. 332). His study
agreed with the basic findings of Moberg, Alston, and
Anderson. But a major methodological choice of Dynes should
be pointed out. The sample was drawn from the Columbus,
Ohio City Directory. Therefore, many people who were not
church members or virtually may never "darken the door" of
18
the church were included in the study. The question in
this thesis is not why those in the general population go
to church, but why those who are members of a church attend
more regularly than other members. It is hypothesized that
orthodoxy/conservatism scores for members of the two churches
will be quite similar. While the two church memberships are
expected to be similar in orthodoxy/conservatism, it is
anticipated that in general members of the Church of Christ
as compared to members of the Baptist church will regard this
factor as more significant for attendance. In short, within
the church environment, orthodoxy/conservatism will be more
salient for Church of Christ members with respect to attendance
than it will be for Baptist members. This would be consistent
with the findings of others such as Dynes, that the more
orthodox or conservative one is, the higher his rates of
attendance.
Before leaving the church-sect typology several other
comments are needed. It seems that the church-sect typology
is much more useful for nation-wide differentiations of
denominations than for local congregations. Although the
Southern Baptist Church may be theologically conservative
overall, in a particular area where a study is conducted
the church may be quite liberal. And again, a Southern Baptist
congregation on one side of the street may be liberal, and
one across the street may be conservative. As Moberg (1970: 55)
writes:
The study makes distinctions on a congregational
level, not on the basis of denominations. While
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the latter may be valid for certain small,
relatively homogeneous bodies, it is likely
that all major Protestant denominations in
America include both sectlike and church-like
congregations, although undoubtedly in varying
proportions.
So, one must always be careful to specify groups and environ-
ments (Johnson, 1963: 543-544), for churches vary from place
to place. But one of the advantages of this study is the
similarity of geographical and cultural environments in which
the two churches are located.
That social participation is positively related to social
class is no new revelation in the social sciences. Wright
and Hyman (1958: 294) found that "membership is directly
related to socioeconomic status, as measured by level of
income, occupation, home ownership, interviewer's rating of
level of living and education." Reissman (1954) and Freeman,
et al. (1957) confirmed this, with the latter three adding a
new dimension with the finding "that members of voluntary
associations cluster in middle-class families" (p. 528).
When applying the variable of social status to church
membership and attendance, the evidence seems to show "over-
whelmingly" that social status is positively related to
church membership and attendance. As Fichter (1961: 116)
writes, "Membership in a religious body is one of the criteria
of status." An example of the relationship between social
status and church membership is provided by Hollingshead
(1949: 249), who found that the lower the class the higher
the percentage of youth without any church affiliation. Can-
tril (1943: 579 states that the "number of church members
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in a population increases with both the economic and the
educational status of the members of the population."
Moberg (1962: 387) and Demerath (1965) concur with these
findings.
Similar findings are obtained when correlating social
status and church attendance. When using such indices as
education, income, home ownership, or occupation the evidence
seems to point to a positive relation between social status
and church attendance.
2
As Glock and Stark (1965: 188) write,
"Differences in church attendance between white- and blue-collar
workers persist regardless of organizational participation.
Whether they belong to several organizations or to none,
blue-collar workers are less likely than white-collar workers
to attend church."
Although basic agreement is found in this relationship,
there do appear to be some discrepancies. Lazerwitz (1961: 308)
found no association between income and church attendance.
He also found that the professional occupational category had
the most regular attendance of any category, including the
middle class. Lenski (1953: 538), on the other hand, found
the middle class exhibits a greater interest in religion
than either the upper or lower. But he makes two important
notations. First, the way in which he defined middle class
2For evidence of this relationship, see Demerath (1965: 123);
Goode (1968: 6) and (1966: 108); Lundberg, Komarovskv and
McInery (1969: 202); Moberg (1962: 387); and, Vidich and Bensman
(1968: 229-230).
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resulted in seventy percent of his sample falling into the
middle class. Secondly, although the differences between
the middle and other two classes were significant, they were
not great. Alston (1972: 181) found church attendance as-
sociated with a low family income. Bultena (1949: 388), in
using occupational, economic and educational levels, found
no significant differences in attendance.
Unlike the present thesis, the previous studies did
not measure church attendance at a higher level than once per
week. These studies used mainly an upper, middle, lower class
typology. This thesis will employ the Hollingshead and Red-
lich (1958) scale of occupation and education and this re-
searcher's scale of income. Within churches it is hypothesized
that church attendance will be positively related to social
class. It is also hypothesized that when other variables are
controlled within the churches that occupation, education, and
income will be better predictors of church attendance in the
Southern Baptist church than in the Church of Christ. This is
expected because it is believed that meaning and belonging
will be the primary predictors of church attendance in the
Church of Christ, where the social status variables will be
in the Baptist church.
Religious activity, a measure of church activity other
than attendance, is also examined. This is measured by the
number of evenings per week spent in church activities and
the number of church groups to which the individual belongs.
It is hypothesized that within churches, other church activity
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will show a positive relationship with church attendance.
It is also hypothesized that the Church of Christ members
will participate in other church activities as frequently
as their Southern Baptist counterparts, although it is
believed that other religious activity will be a better pre-
dictor of church attendance in the Baptist church than in the
Church of Christ.
As was previously noted in the review of studies such
as Freeman, et al. (1957), Reissman (1954), and Wright and
Hyman (1958), social class and social participation are
positively related, not only in the case of church attendance
but in other areas as well. Demerath (1965: 8) writes:
It is true that each (community studies) finds the
lowest percentage of church members among the lower
classes and the greatest proportion within the com-
bined high status group. But this alone does not
insure an unambiguous interpretation. The studies
also find social class to stand in a similar relation
to every other type of voluntary association, whether
social clubs, community service groups, political
parties, or the PTA. Yn every instance the lower
classes are the most withdrawn.
Dynes (1957: 332) comes to a similar conclusion. His
findings support the inference that sectarians tend to belong
to fewer organizations outside of their religious group.
Since he found that sectarians tend to be lower class, his
study is consistent with other studies which have found that
social class is positively related to involvement in volun-
tary associations.
In the Southern Baptist church it is expected that member-
ship in other voluntary organizations will show a positive
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relationship with church attendance. But in the Church of
Christ it is expected that membership in voluntary organ-
izations will show a negative relationship with church at-
tendance; ie., the more voluntary associations to which one
belongs, the less his church attendance. The reason for
this is believed to be that the Church of Christ members
are not "joiners." They attend church because of the high
degree of meaning provided for them. Other voluntary associ-
ations do not give them this; therefore, there is
a commitment or desire to join as there is in the
church.
It is also hypothesized that when controlling other
variables that membership in other voluntary associations
be a better predictor of church attendance in the Southern
Baptist church than in the Church of Christ.
The church-sect typology has been associated with social
class in several studies. Troeltsch (1931: 331) and Pope
(1942: 117) both associate sects with the lower class and
churches with the upper classes. Goldschmidt (1944) and Dynes
(1955) came to the same conclusion. Nelson (1972: 231) used
the indices of social class, reading level and place of
residence and found them inversely related to sectarianism.
It must be remembered that Nelsen did his study in the
Southern Appalachian Region, a very select socioeconomic
region of the country. Demerath (1965) showed that there
were both sect-like and church-like people in the Lutheran





prone to sect-like activities. Others, such as Alston
(1972: 181) have used an orthodoxy index, the higher the
index score--the more sect-like. And he found that orthodoxy
is positively related to a low family income.
Others disagree with this interpretation. Glock and
Stark (1965: 245) feel that sects do not have to draw their
membership from the lower classes. Goode (1967a: 270) writes,
"we find a remarkable constant difference between the classes
in their levels of church participation for all denominations.
In sects as well as in "mainline" denominations, middle
status members appear to have a higher level of formal church
participation." Moberg (1970: 57), using the theological
definitions of liberal and conservative, found that while
liberal congregations were composed of more lower and higher
class members than conservative congregations, conservative
congregations had proportionately more middle class members.
Lenski (1953: 542-3) noted that social status is a very
limited variable, for religious difference was significantly
different between the Disciples of Christ and the Methodist
groups, yet they were almost identical in terms of social
status.
In the present study, when controlling for conservatism/
orthodoxy within churches, it is hypothesized that social
status will be positively related to church attendance and
be accorded greater weight in this respect by members of the
Baptist church than by members of the Church of Christ.
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In essence, it is hypothesized that when orthodoxy/
conservatism and social status are controlled the church with
the "higher meaning" will have higher attendance rates.
Belonging as a source of group cohesion is not a new
concept. In 1921, Lindeman (1921: 26) wrote, "the essential
social functioning of a community is performed by, and through,
these vital-interest groups. Such a group is one in which the
individual feels himself vitally included; the group which
gives the individual the full sense of 'belonging'." Meaning,
beliefs and values play an important part in the selection
and functioning of the group. Precker (1952: 413) found that
when selecting peers and near-authority figures, his subjects
tended to select those whose values resembled their own.
Smith, et al. (1967: 35) found that belief was a better deter-
minant of friendship acceptance than race. Byrne (1961: 715)
studied his subjects' attraction to strangers, and found that
when the subject knew the stranger to have attitudes similar
to his own, the subject judged him to be "more intelligent,
better informed, more moral, and better adjusted" than a
stranger with attitudes dissimilar to those of the subject.
Belonging has also been applied to church participation.
Nottingham (1954: 6-7) writes, "the very process of sharing
symbolic rites and beliefs strengthens a group's sense of its
own identity, accentuates its 'we feeling'." Lenski (1953: 543)
emphasized the importance of the family in influencing religious
interest. When studying Mormon churches, Photiadis (1965: 425)
found church participation to have a more positive correlation
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to overt conformity to church rules than belief with conformity.
Simmons (1964: 256) examined how a deviant belief system was
maintained by a small group of "mystics." One of the pro-
cesses he found that seemed to help maintain the belief system
was differential association and identification with those
of the same belief system together with a relative isolation
and disparagement of those with different beliefs. In studying
Methodists, Rodd (1968: 87) found that little church literature
was read by the members. He concluded that "in the Methodist
type of churchmanship the decisive factor which makes the Church
a dominant reference group for its members and thus secures
their adherence to its traditional social norms is the amount
of group participation rather than the official propaganda."
When studying social organization within the local church,
Balswick and Layne (1973: 108) found the most significant
difference between cliques and non-cliques members were their
attitudes toward, and participation in the Sunday church ser-
vice. Mauss (1968), agreeing with studies reviewed above,
discovered support that one of the many reasons people defect
from church is lack of social involvement with church members.
Belonging, as measured by the number of one's best friends
in a particular group, is not new. Hagburg (1966: 18) found
that union activity was positively correlated to the number
of one's best friends within unions. It should be mentioned
that in differentiating best friends in unions, Hagburg did
not ask if these best friends belonged to that person's spe-
cific local, or even national union, but just whether or not
he was a union member (p. 18).
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Other studies have used the friendship pattern in re-
lation to church activity. Schroeder and Obenhaus (1964: 87)
found that religious groups were relatively insignificant in
determining friendship patterns in a community. But it should
be mentioned that they only used membership and denomination
as their variables. They found that the friendship patterns
were not correlated with attendance, but rather, church mem-
bership. Also, one was not asked how many of his closest
friends he had in a specific congregation, but how many in
his denomination.
In American Piety, Stark and Glock (1968: 166) found that
when asking how many of one's five best friends belong to his
congregation, sects have significantly more than do Southern
Baptists. Although it is not known for sure, the Church of
Christ could be listed as a sect here. But this was a nation-
wide sample conducted in 1964, not regional as in the present
study. They also do not give a breakdown of socio-economic
status. It is important to note they found only a .355 cor-
relation between ritual and friendship. Churcn attendance is
included in ritual. However, it is assumed that there will be
a greater relationship between attendance and friendship in
this study in the Church of Christ for it is believed that those
who believe that they belong to the Church will want to as-
sociate with others who also belong.
Dynes (1957: 332) found that the more sectarian one was,
the more frequent his church attendance. He also found a
positive correlation between sectarianism and a greater number
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of closest friends being members of an individual's con-
gregation. As already discussed, several difficulties have
been found with his study. It is not expected that sectari-
anism will be an important factor in meaning and belonging
in our sample, but we will control for it. And it must be
remembered that Dynes did not sample church members as we
propose, but rather took his sample from the Columbus, Ohio
City Directory.
Laumann (1969: 185) found that Baptists (38.9%) selected
more of their friends from their religious group than did
the members of the Church of Christ (33.3%). But when this
is computed as a ratio of self-selection by dividing the per-
cent of respondents from a certain religious group by the
percent of self-selection, one finds less likelihood that
the Church of Christ's friendship selections were based
on chance than the Baptists. So, in essence, the smaller
Church of Christ does seem to make a specific attempt to
draw its friends from its own religious group. It should also
be mentioned that Laumann did not restrict the Baptist sample
to Southern Baptists. It included American and Southern
Baptists, Disciples of Christ, and United or Evangelical
Brethren; with ninety-seven percent of the sample being
Baptist (1969: 185). He did not ask his subjects whether or
not their friends belonged to the subject's congregation,
but only whether they belonged to the same reliaious group.
Therefore, the total population of the Church of Christ and
Baptists (as he defined them) were utilized. Also, Laumann's
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sample consisted of only men, whereas the present study will
use men and women, and he drew his sample from the general
population, whereas this one will come from only the two
churches. Laumann does not correlate his findings with church
attendance, nor does he attempt to control on social status.
He writes:
Unfortunately, socioeconomic status also tends to
be highly correlated with this dimension of Christian
orthodoxy of beliefs, thus making it difficult to
assess the extent to which similarity of religious
beliefs rather than similarity of socioeconomic
status of the membership are mediating the forces of
mutual attraction and replusion of religious groups
(p. 189).
Anderson (1970) has done perhaps the most comprehensive
study involving religious belonging. He found that con-
servative congregations are more likely than liberal ones
to draw their closest friends from within their own congre-
gation (p. 167). He also found a positive correlation between
blue collar workers and more close friends within the con-
gregation (p. 114). Anderson concluded that those with three
out of five of their closest friends in their congregation,
also had higher attendance rates (p. 124). The highest
attendance rate Anderson used is once per week. He stratified
denominations as to Catholic, Protestant, and Mormon. And,
Anderson used only male heads of households.
The main differences between this thesis and Anderson's
study is that this study will measure belonging both as the
number of best friends in one's religion, denomination and
congregation. The variables conservatism, social status,
meaning, other religious activity, and number of voluntary
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organizations belonged to will be examined in relation to
belonging. Conservatism is measure by Martin and Westie's
(1959) Religious Fundamentalism Scale. Instead of using
just the division of blue and white collar, Hollingshead and
Redlich's (1958) index of occupations and education and
this researcher's index of income is used. Whereas Anderson's
highest measured rate of attendance was once per week, this
thesis measured up to three or more times per week. Both
male and female members of the two churches were surveyed
because women participate in the church as much, if not more,
than males. It is believed that findings from a church sample
not including women could be questioned.
Several other variables are examined in relation to
belonging. Subjects were asked how many years they have been
attending their present church, how many years they have been
a member, the church they attended before and its location,
whether or not the subject's mother and father are dead and
whether or not each of them attended church, and if so where
Also subjects were asked how long they have lived in or near
Bowling Green, Kentucky (the city in which both churches are
located) and the occupations of one's closest friends. It is
hypothesized that the best predictors of belonging in both
churches will be the occupations of one's closest friends, and
the number of years one has been attending and been a member
of his present church.
In light of the above discussion, it is hypothesized that
members of the Church of Christ will have higher belonging
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scores (more of their close friends in their own congre-
gation) than members of the Southern Baptist church. More-
over, when social status, orthodoxy/conservatism, and other
variables are controlled for in each church sample, it is
hypothesized that belonging will be
with church attendance. Just as in
we believe that belonging will be a
positively associated
the case of meaning,
better predictor of
attendance for members of the Church of Christ than for mem-
bers of the Baptist church.
It has been shown that other studies basically have
relied on orthodoxy/conservatism, social class and other
religious variables as indicators of church attendance. It
is hypothesized that when controlling these variables, meaning
and belonging will each be positively related to church at-
tendance in each church setting, but that the relative  im-
1..c.r.tance  of each of these as predictors will be greater in
the Church of Christ.
To summarize, the hypotheses to be tested in this thesis
are as follows:
(1) The major hypothesis is that, when controlling for
the other variables, meaning and belonging will each be posi-
tively related to church attendance in each church setting,
but that the relative importance of each of these predictors
will be greater in the Church of Christ.
(2) When controlling the other variables, orthodoxy/
conservat-sm will be positively related to church attendance
in both churches, but will be a better predictor of attendance
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in the Church of Christ than in the Baptist church.
(3) Social status (occupation, education, and income),
when controlling the other variables, will be positively
related to church attendance in both churches, but will be
a better predictor of attendance in the Baptist church than
in the Church of Christ.
(4) When controlling the other variables, other religious
activity will show a positive relationship with church at-
tendance in both churches, but will be more salient for the
Baptists than those who attend the Church of Christ.
(5) When controlling the other variables, membership
in other voluntary organizations will be positively related
to church attendance in the Baptist church and negatively
related in the Church of Christ. Consequently, it is believed
that membership in other voluntary associations will be a
better predictor of church attendance in the Baptist church
than in the Church of Christ.
(6) The best predictors of belonging in both churches
will be the occupations of one's closest friends, and the




Chapter three describes the operational definitions,
recoding, and frequency distributions forthe variables in
the study. A discussion of the statistical method used is
also included.
Sample 
Two churches were chosen for this thesis, a Southern
Baptist Church and a Church of Christ. They are both lo-
cated in Bowling Green, Kentucky, thereby avoiding a localism
bias (Roof, 1972). The Church of Christ has 346 members and
the Southern Baptist Church has 573. The pastors of these
churches were contacted and asked if they would like to par-
ticipate in the study. They took the project before their
governing boards, both of which passed it.
The membership lists of the churches were examined by
the pastor and the church secretary. They eliminated from
the lists persons under eighteen years of age, persons in-
stitutionalized (prison or nursing home), those who have
moved away even though their membership is still at the church,




The memberships were then categorized by households.
Any church member who listed a specific address was con-
sidered a member of the household at that address. The
entire household population of both churches was used in
the sample. There were 289 households in the Southern Bap-
tist Church and 218 households in the Church of Christ.
Systematic sampling was utilized to select one person from
each household. Systematic sampling of the households was
employed rather than a random sample of the entire church
memberships so as to avoid response contamination within
households. There was a sixty-six percent (N=144) return
rate for the Church of Christ and a forty percent (N=116)
return rate for the Southern Baptist Church. Nine question-
naires were unusable from the Church of Christ and eleven
unusable from the Southern Baptist Church. This gave the
Church of Christ 135 cases or 61.9 percent of its original
sample and the Southern Baptist 105 cases or 36.7 percent of
its sample.
A pretest of the questionnaire was conducted. Then the
questionnaire was mailed to the sample on February 15, 1975.
It consisted of five pages and a cover letter from the pastors
and contained 39 items (See Appendix B). Both churches
publicly endorsed the study by announcing it in their worship
services and bulletins. (A copy of the cover letters may be
found in Appendix A). Wave analysis was employed on the re-
turns. Despite the low returns, it was found that the pop-
ulation and sample were similar on sex; race was not a
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factor. The analysis of the returns by wave also seemed to
indicate an unbiased sample.
Dependent Variable 
Church Attendance
Item number eight in the questionnaire measured church
attendance.
8. Of the three regularly scheduled worship services
at your church every week (Sunday morning service,
Sunday evening service, anc: Wednesday night service),
how often do you usually attend?
three services per week
 two services per week
one service per week
one or two services per month
less than one service per month (for example,
religious holidays such as Christmas and Easter)
never, or u7r4ost never
Church attendance is used as the dependent variable in-
stead of church membership for several reasons. First,
although it is probably true that most people who attend
churches are members, it does not hold true that most members
attend. Secondly, it must also be remembered that different
churches have different requirements for membership. This
study is concerned with the question of why some members
attend more frequently than other members.
Because of the small number of cases in the study, in
order to subject the data to the computer program of Multiple
Nominal Scale Analysis, it was necessary to trichotomize the
variables. Concerning churcn attendance, the great majority
of the respondents answered one of the first three categories.
Only 2.9 percent of the Church of Christ respondents and 10.6
percent of the Southern Baptists responded that they attended
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church less than once per week. One percent of the Baptist
sample did not respond to the question. For this reason the
categories of one service per week, one or two services per
month, less than one service per month (for example, religious
holidays such as Christmas and Easter) and never, or almost
never were combined into one category. Therefore, the tri-
chotomy was: (1) three services per week; (2) two services
per week; and, (3) one service per week, one or two services
per month, less than one service per month (for example,
religious holidays such as Christmas and Easter) and never,
or almost never. Table 1 shows the distribution for the
dependent variable.
As was expected, the majority of those in the Church
of Christ attended three services per week and the majority
of the Baptists one or fewer services per week.
TABLE 1
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH AND ATTENDANCE
Church 3 services 2 services 1 or less No Response Total




62.22 17.04 20.74 0.0 100.0
(N=135)
Southern 16.2 25.7 57.3 0.7 99.9*
Baptist (N=105)
*Due to the rounding procedure employed in the computer




Items 12, 14, 16, 19, and 19 in the questionnaire
measured meaning. The variable names used for the items
in the tables are in parentheses after the items.
12. Many churches co-operate with other churches
and religious groups for social planning, civic
improvement, and for fellowship. My church should
co-operate in the local council or federation of
churches. (COOP)
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Etrongly
Agree Disagree
14. My church, and no other Protestant church (such
as the United Methodist or Presbyterian, etc.)
is the New Testament Church. (NTC)
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
16. It is all right for a minister of another Protestant
church (such as the United Methodist or Presbyterian,
etc.), to preach at a worship service in my church.
(PREACH)
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
18. It is all right for my church to hold joint worship
services with Protestant churches of any denomin-
ation. (JOINTSER)
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
19. All other Protestant churches, besides my own, are
wrong in their doctrinal and organizational teachings
when comparing them with what the New Testament says.
(DOCORG)
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
As was discussed earlier in this thesis and as can be
seen from the questions, meaning is defined as the belief that
one belongs to the real, the New Testament Church, and all
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other churches are perversions of it. Questions 12, 16, and
18 were scored "negatively," those answering "strongly dis-
agree," receiving five points; "disagree," four points; "un-
decided," three points; "agree," two points; and "strongly
agree," one point. Questions 14 and 17 were scored posi-
tively, those answering "strongly agree" receiving five points,
etc. The higher one's score, the higher the amount of meaning
provided by his church.
Questions 12 and 18 are variations of two used by Glock
et al. (1967: 250-251). The other three were designed by the
writer.
Table 2 shows the correlation matrix (Pearsonian r) and
alpha score by which the scale was judged to be satisfactory.
The alpha is Crombach's Alpha, a statistic that computes the
reliability of each individual item with the other items in
the scale. It is an overall test of reliability with the
possibility of scores ranging from .0 to 1.0. The higher
the score, the more reliable the scale. As can be seen, both
churches had high alpha scores, and therefore were judged ac-
ceptable. The inter-item correlations were also deemed
acceptable using the acceptance levels of .1 to .6 (Guilford,
1965: 481). It will be noticed that one of the correlations
exceeded this (Jointser and Preach) with a correlation of
.69903. But since there was only one instance of this and
the two items correlated satisfactorily with the other items,
both items were retained in the scale. Due to the reliability
of the scale, to accomodate a subject who did not answer one
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TABLE 2
CORRELATION MATRIX OF ITEMS IN THE MEANING SCALE
SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH
Meaning
Itemsa Coop NTC Preach Jointser Docorg
Coop 1.00000
NTC 0.16019 1.00000
Preach 0.31070 0.18111 1.00000
Jointser 0.35963 0.30609 0.69903 1.00000
Decorg 0.26715 0.56539 0.49394 0.44560 1.00000
Alpha = 0.76572
aFor full wording of the meaning items, see text.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Meaning
Itemsa Coop NTC Preach Jointser Docorg
Coop 1.00000
NTC 0.38304 1.00000
Preach 0.48388 0.26845 1.00000
Jointser 0.47153 0.28486 0.50833 1.00000
Decorg 0.47689 0.45360 0.28727 0.30570 1.00000
Alpha = 0.76108
aFor full wording of the meaning items, see text.
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or more questions in the scale, the subject's mean score
of answered questions was given to his unanswered question.
In the Church of Christ item 14 (NTC) was the least answered
question in the scale with six (4.4%) non-respondents. The
same item was the least answered in the Baptist church with
five (4.8%) non-respondents.
Scale scores were trichotomized: (1) scores of 5 to
10.99 (low); (2) 11 to 19.99 (medium); and, (3) 20 to 25
(high). Table 3 indicates the distribution of the meaning
variable in each church. As expected, the Church of Christ
respondents scored higher on the meaning index.
TABLE 3











3.0 34.0 63.0 0.0 100.0
(N=135)
Southern
Baptist 75.2 23.8 1.0 0.0 100.0
(N=105)
Belonging
Belonging is measured by item number 11:
11. We are also interested in knowing something about
your five closest friends. For each friend, please 
indicate his or her religion, the name of the church
he or she  attends, and his or her occupation. If
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she is a housewife, please indicate the occupation of
the head of the household. Please do not indicate
your friends' names, give only the desired information.






This type of question is not uncommon. Glock and Stark
(1968: 333) ask for the number of one's five closest friends
who are in the individual's congregation. Dynes (1957: 165)
asks for the number of one's five closest friends who belong to
one's church, and Anderson (1970: 116) asks for the three
closest friends in one's own congregation.
As mentioned before, belonging provides communality in
a group; it brings together those who are like-minded and
helps reinforce their beliefs. It is assumed that those
who believe they belong to the New Testament Church will
want to associate with those who also belong to it. Be-
longing was scored on the basis of the number of one's five
closest friends who belong to one's religion and then to
the individual's congregation. The more friends belonging
to one's congregation, the higher his belonging score. The
maximum belonging score is five, and the minimum is zero.
Within each church calculations were made indicating the
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percent that had no closest friends that attended the same
church as the respondent, one closest friend, two closest
friends, and three, four, and five closest friends in the
respondent's church. This also was done for the category
different church, same denomination. Each of these two cate-
gories became a variable in the analysis. They were re-
coded into four categories: (0) no closest friends; (1)
four or five closest friends; (2) three closest friends; and,
(3) one or two closest friends. "No response" was coded into
the "no closest friends" category. Table 4 gives the percent
of the respondents' answers in these categories for each
church.
Table 4 shows that tne two churches are approximately
equal in the number with four or five closest friends who
attend the same church as the respondent. But the Church
of Christ has more respondents who have three closest friends
who attend the same church. Concerning closest friends who
attend a different church, but the same denomination as the
respondent, the Baptists have more closest friends in this
category than the Church of Christ.
The occupations of one's closest friends were examined
for the relationship between closest friends and social
status. The occupations were coded according to Hollings-
head and Redlich's (1958: 390-391) seven point occupational
scale. This was recoded into three categories: (1) execu-
tives and proprietors of large concerns, major professionals


























































































































































































































































































































































































































lesser professionals; (2) administrative personnel of large
concerns, owners of small independent businesses, semi-pro-
fessionals and owners of little businesses, clerical and sales
workers, technicians; and, (3) skilled, semi-skilled, and
unskilled workers. Students were assigned to the "no response"
category as had been housewives and those who answered the
question with "retired." The reason for this was the dif-
ficulty of fitting students into any of the occupational cat-
egories. The status of student is not actually an occupation.
It is not blue collar work and even though most college stu-
dents may eventually become white collar workers, they have
not achieved any level of occupational status as of yet.
Table 5 gives the distribution of the occupations of closest
friends for each church by the three occupational categories.
The closest friends were recoded so that four or five closest
friends were combined into one category, three closest friends
into a second category and one or two closest friends into a
third category. The last category combined no closest friends
and no response. It can be seen that the Baptists' friends
like the Baptist themselves (as will be seen later) tended
to be higher on the occupational scale. The Church of Christ
has more blue collar friends that attend their church.
A check was made for interaction between the variables.
Category one (executives, managers, etc.) and two (adminis-
trative, clerical) showed significant interaction (See Table 21,
pp. 75-76) with one another and were therefore combined in-
to one variable, leaving a white and blue collar distinction









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Several other items were included in the questionnaire
in order to exandne their relationship with belonging. Item
number two asks the number of years the subject has been
attending his present church. This question examines the
rel.ationship between the number of years of attendance and
belonging.
Item number three focuses on the relationship between
length of church membership and belonging. There was only
one case in which a respondent was not a member and that
occured in the Church of Christ. When checking for interaction
it was found that there was significant interaction between
the number of years one has been attending his present church
and the length of time he has been a member of his church
(See Table 21, pp. 75-76). This comes as no surprise, for most
people join a church very soon after they have been attending.
Because of the high degree of interaction between the two vari-
ables, they were combined into one variable entitled years.
Years was made into a five category variable categorized by one's
length of time in each of the two separate variables: (1)
long; (2) medium long; (3) medium; (4) medium short; and, (5)
short. Table 6 indicates that the Church of Christ has more
of its respondents which have been attending the church a
short time, but also more of its respondents than the Baptists
have been attending a long time.
Item four inquires into the relationship between pre-
viously attended churches (religion and denomination) and be-
longing and the city and state in which one's previous church
was located and belonging.
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TABLE 6
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY YEARS
Medium Medium
Church Long Long Medium Short Short Total
Church of 25.9 9.6 25.2 11.9 27.4 100.0
Christ (N=135)
Southern 29.5 3.8 31.4 5.7 29.5 99.9
Baptist (N=105)
Table 7 indicates that the Church of Christ has more of
its respondents that have attended only their present church,
but the Baptists have a greater number that have attended only
Baptist churches.
TABLE 7
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH
PREVIOUSLY ATTENDED
Only Different
Church Present Church, Same Different No
Church Denomination Denomination Response Total
Church of 12.6 58.5 20.7 8.1 99.9
Christ (N=135)
Southern 6.7 69.5 13.3 10.5 100.0
Baptist (N=105)
Table 8 shows that a greater majority of the Baptists
have come to their church from out of town, which would explain
the large proportion of them from a different church of the
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same denomination. It should be noted that the same city and
same state category does not include the 12.6 percent in the
Church of Christ and 6.7 percent in the Southern Baptist Church
that have attended no other church but their present one.
TABLE 8
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY LOCATION












Church of 30.4 2.1 11.9 17.0 87.4
Christ (N=118)
Southern 25.7 31.4 25.7 10.4 93.2
Baptist (N=98)
Item five probes one's background as to whether or not
one's father is alive, whether or not he attended church, and
where he attended. Ttem six examines the same questions for
the subject's mother. The categories of the father attending
the same church as the respondent and the same church the
respondent used to attend were combined because they both
showed a maintenance of contact with the parent's church. The
category of "different church, same denomination" was main-
tained. The categories of "different denomination" and "did
not attend church" were combined because they both show a
breaking away from the original parental influence.
As can be seen in Table 9, the Church of Christ has a
greater percentage of fathers who attend or attended the same
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church as the respondent now attends or the same church the
respondent previously attended.
TABLE 9





















Interaction was found again between variables in the
study (See Table 21, pp. 75-76). There was a significant amount
of interaction between whether or not one's mother is living
and whether or not one's father is living. The same relation-
ship was true between the variables of the church one's father
attended and the church one's mother attended. Because of the
high degree of interaction, it was deemed acceptable to drop
the variables of whether or not one's father is living and the
church one's mother attends. This still left two variables,
one measuring the mother's influence (whether or not she is
living) and the father's influence (the church he attends).
Even after this, it was discovered that whether or not one's
mother was living significantly interacted with the recoded
variable of length of membership and the length of time one
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has been attending his present church. Since the variable of
father's church did measure parental influence it was deemed
acceptable to drop whether or not one's mother was living as
a variable.
Item seven was asked in order to ascertain number of
years lived in or near Bowling Green, Kentucky with belonging.
Number of years lived in or near Bowling Green, Kentucky, showed
significant interaction with number of years one has attended
his present church, length of membership, whether or not
one's mother is living, whether or not one's father is living,
and the city and state one's previous church was located in
(See Table 21, pp. 75-76). Because of its significant interaction
with so many variables, this variable was dropped from the
analysis.
In Multiple Nominal Scale Analysis missing values can
be a problem in that they create unneeded categories and there-
fore detract from the predictive power of the independent
variables. Because of this, MNA has a random numbers sub-
program whereby missing values are assigned to the other cate-
gories in the variable according to the percentage distribu-
tion of the answers in the variable. For example, if 85 percent
of the respondents answered in category one of variable one,
then 85 percent of the missing values in variable one would
be placed in category one. This is a convenient way of
handling missing data, and it should not affect the results of
the analysis. The random numbers subprogram was used with the
variables closest friends' occupations, one's previous church,
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the city and state in which one's previous church was located,
whether or not one's mother and father were living and the
church the mother and father attend or attended, the number
of years one has been attending his present church, the num-
ber of years one has been a member of his present church, the
number of years one has lived in or near Bowling Green, Ken-
tucky, occupation, education, and income. This will be dis-
cussed further in the "Statistical Method" section of this
chapter. Also, since MNA requires at least ten percent of
the sample be in each category of the dependent variable,
when examining for the best predictors of belonging the number
of closest friends was recoded into: (1) three or more clo-




Since, as was discussed in the review of literature,
there are some discrepancies among studies as to the influence
of different aspects of social status, the three measures of
social status utilized are three separate variables rather
than a composite scale or index. The three measures employed
are occupation, education, and income.
Occupation
Occupation was measured by question number 35:
35. If you are the head of the household, what is
your present occupation? If you are not the
head of the household, what is his or her oc-
cupation? Please state exactly what the head
of the household actually does and give the
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job title. If the head of your household is retired
or if the former head of your household is deceased,
please state his or her former occupation. (For
example, Real estate agent - owner of his own realty
company)
Occupational status depends primarily on the head of
the household. This is done because it is believed that a
family receives its social status, at least occupationally,
from the head of the family. For example, a doctor's wife
could be working as a secretary, not because the family needs
the money, but because she likes to work. But in actuality,
her social status would not be that of a secretary, but that
of a doctor's wife.
Hollingshead and Redlich's (1958: 390-391) occupational
scale was used to classify occupations. Theirs is a modifi-
cation of the Alba Edwards scale. It has seven positions:
(1) executives and proprietors of large concerns, and major
professionals, (2) managers and proprietors of medium-sized
businesses and lesser professionals, (3) administrative per-
sonnel of large concerns, owners of small independent businesses,
and semi-professionals, (4) owners of little businesses,
clerical and sales workers, and technicians, (5) skilled
workers, (6) semiskilled workers, and (7) unskilled workers.
An eighth category was added to accomodate students.
Several coding decisions were made concerning occupations.
The item asked the respondent to give the husband's occupation
if one was a housewife and if one was retired to give his
former occupation. Therefore, if either of these responses
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(retired or housewife) was given, they were coded in the "no
response" category. If this writer could not make out the
occupation, it was coded as "no response." These same guide-
lines were used in the coding of one's closest friends' oc-
cupations in item eleven.
Because of the small number of cases, variables had to
be trichotomized. Occupation was collapsed with the intent
of displaying three distinct prestige levels. Category one
consisted of the first two categories of Hollingshead and
Redlich's occupational scale. Tt is believed this reflects
an upper occupational level. Category two is made up of
areas three and four of the occupational scale. The last
category took in the last three areas of the occupational
scale. The recoding produced two divisions of white collar
workers and the last category took in all blue collar workers.
Table 10 indicates the difference in occupational prestige
between the two churches.
Table 10 makes clear that the Baptists as a whole were
much higher on the occupational scale than the respondents
of the Church of Christ.
Although another category (8) was added to the Hollings-
head and Redlich occupational scale to accomodate students, it
was not used, for there were only four who listed their oc-
cupation as student in the Church of Christ sample and two




PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH AND OCCUPATION



















37.2 32.4 12.4 18.0 100.0
(N=105)
Education
Education was measued by question number 36:
36. Your highest educational attainment is:
Graduate professional training
 College or university graduation
Some college training
  High school graduation
Some high school training
 Junior high graduation
Less than seven years of school
This scale comes from Hollingshead and Redlich (1958: 391).
While the occupational scale is a measure of the "breadwinner's"
status, the educational scale is a measure of the individual's
status. It is only his education that is taken into account.
Like occupation, education was recoded to reflect three
distinct prestige levels; those with college training, those
with high school training and those with less than high school
training. Therefore, "graduate professional training, college
or university graduation, and some college training" were
grouped into category one. Category two consisted of "high
school graduation" and "some high school training." Category
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three contained "junior high graduation" and "less than
seven years of school."
Like occupation, Table 11 shows that the Baptists are
higher in educational attainment than their Church of Christ
counterparts.
TABLE 11
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH AND
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
Church
College or Junior High No
Above High School or Less Response Total
Church of
Christ
50.4 37.1 10.3 2.2 100.0
(N=135)
Southern 73.3 24.7 1.0 1.0 100.0
Baptist (N=105)
Income
The basis of the income question is drawn from Dillman,
et al. (1974: 752). The categories are my own. They were
validated by checking census data on the economic distribution
of the county and city in which the study was conducted. Item
37 reads:
37. What was your approximate family income before
taxes (or if you do not live with your family,
but alone, your income) from all sources in
1974?
  $3,000 or less
  $3,001 to $5,000
$5,001 to $6,500
 $6,501 to $8,000
 $8,001 to $10,000
 $10,001 to $15,000
 $15,001 to $25,000
over $25,000
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Although occupation applies only to the head of the
household and education to the individual respondent, income
is an entire family question. The reason for this is that
if the father makes $5,000 per year and the mother the same
amount, the economic status of this family is as great as
the breadwinner of another household earning $10,000 per year
without his wife working.
In recoding, the variable income was trichotomized. The
first category was $3,000 or less to $5,000. The second cate-
gory encompassed earnings from $5,001 to $10,000 and the
third category was from $10,001 to over $25,000. It is believed
that the recoding of this variable, like the other two socio-
economic variables, reflects a lower, middle, upper class dis-
tinction.
Although Table 12 indicates that income follows the
same pattern as occupation and education, with the Baptists
being higher on the scale, there does not seem to be as wide
a difference in income as in the other two social status
variables.
Other Religious Activity
There are some structural differences between the two
different churches in this study. Tn the Church of Christ,
almost all church business is conducted by the elders (four
men in this case). In the Southern Baptist Church there is
a board of deacons, but there are numerous committees that
help administer the affairs of the church. Because of this,
one could argue that even though those in the Church of Christ
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TABLE 12
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH
AND FAMILY INCOME
Church
$3,000 or Less $5,001 to $10,001 to No
to $5,000 $10,000 over $25,000 Response Total
Church of
Christ
17.8 28.1 47.4 6.7 100.0
(N=135)
Southern 16.2 20.0 58.1 5.7 100.0
Baptist (N=105)
attend formal worship services more, they do not actually spend
more time in religious activity. To test this, two questions,
the basis of which are taken from Glock and Stark (1958: 92, 94),
have been developed. Item number nine reads:
9. On the average, how many evenings do you spend
in church (not counting regularly scheduled
worship services)? This includes church meetings
such as church committees, church clubs, church
groups, Sunday school dinners, potluck dinners,
etc. This also includes any and all church
meetings such as study groups which may not ac-
tually meet in the church building.
 two or more per week
one per week
  two or three per month
one per month
none
As can be seen, this question measures actual participation.
The other question concerning religious activity (item number ten)
measures more of the membership aspect of church organizations
10. What is the total number of church organizations,
groups or activities you actively participate in?





Both items in "other religious activity" were recoded.
Item nine was trichotomized: (1) two or more per week and
one per week; (2) two or three per month and one per month;
and, (3) none. This categorization was done in order to
separate those high in the number of evenings spent in church,
those in the middle range, and those who spent no time at all.
Table 13 indicates that neither church has a greater
proportion of members spending evenings at church besides
those regularly scheduled worship services.
TABLE 13
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH AND BY NUMBER OF EVENINGS
SPENT IN CHURCH, NOT COUNTING FORMAL WORSHIP SERVICES
NUMBER OF EVENINGS SPENT IN CHURCH
Church One or More One, Two, or No
Per Week Three Per Month None Response Total
Church of
Christ




40.9 38.1 2.9 100.0
(N=105)
Itel, number ten was trichotomized to separate high,
middle, and 7ero participation in church organizations. The
three categories were: (1) three or more; ;2) two and one;
and, (3) none.
As can be seen in Table 14, the Baptists do actively
participate in a larger number of church organizations. This
could be because they have more opportunities to choose from
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than the Church of Christ members. Table 13 would seem to
support this with its more similarity of percentages between
the churches when just totaling number of evenings at church.
TABLE 14
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH AND NUMBER OF CHURCH
ORGANIZATIONS ACTIVELY PARTICIPATED IN
Number of Organizations













19.0 49.6 29.5 1.9 100.0
(N=105)
When examining for interaction, it was discovered that
there was a high degree of interaction between items nine and
ten. Because of this, the two items were combined into one
variable entitled "activity." Table 15 shows the combining
of these two variables, indicating what was found in the
other two tables, the Baptists are somewhat higher in activity.
TABLE 15
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH AND ACTIVITY
Church High Medium High Medium Medium Low Low Total
Church of 4.4 12.6 44.4 8.1 30.4 99.9
Christ (N=135)
Southern 10.6 17.3 30.8 16.4 25.0 100.1
Baptist (N=105)
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Membership in Voluntary Associations Besides the Church
Item number 39 measured the respondent's number of
memberships in voluntary associations besides those of the
church. This question comes from Glock and Stark's American
Piety (1968: 168-169).
39. Now we would like to know something about the
organizations and clubs you belong to. Below
are listed various kinds of organizations. In
the blank in front of each kind of organization,
write the number of organizations like this to 
which you belong. If none, mark 0.
The breakdown of groups listed may be seen in the
questionnaire in Appendix B. This question was chosen because
it covers an extensive range of other voluntary associations
besides the church.
Two procedures were used in the recoding of this variable.
First, the total number of organizations a subject belonged
to was counted. If a subject did not mark a category (kind
of organization) he was coded as "no response." This was
recoded to zero, to indicate that he did not belong to any
organizations. The reasoning behind this was that in coding
the questionnaires it was noticed that many did not mark "0"
if they did not belong to an organization in that category.
Rather, they just marked the categories to which they belonged.
So, the author believed that in the vast majority of the cases
those who did not mark a category, did not belong to it.
Also, practically there is nothing that can be done with a
"no response." It was interpreted as not belonging to any
organizations.
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In the second recoding, category zero contained those
who belonged to no organizations, category one listed those
who belonged to one, and three totaled those who belonged
to two or more organizations.
Table 16 indicates that, as expected, the Baptists be-
long to more secular organizations than Church of Christ
members.
TABLE 16
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH AND
SECULAR ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH THEY BELONGED
Church
Memberships in Organizations
Two or More One None Total
Church of
Christ




57.7 18.3 24.0 100.0
(N=105)
Orthodoxy/Conservatism 
Martin and Westie's (1959) Religious Fundamentalism
Scale was used for this variable. The scale includes items
22 thru 30. Items 22, 25, 27, 29, and 30 are scored positively;
and 23, 24, 26, and 28 are scored negatively. Likert type
scoring was used. But rather than the suggested scoring of
+2, +1, 0, -1, -2, the numbers one to five were given. On
the positive questions this meant the answer "strongly agree"
was given a score of five. On the negative questions the order
was reversed and "strongly disagree" received a score of five.
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For each individual the number of each question was added to
all other questions to give him a fundamentalism score 7 the
higher the score, presumably the more fundamental one is in
his religious beliefs. The scale can be found in Robinson
and Shaver (1969: 595).
This scale was chosen for two reasons. First, it is
simple, short and easy to take. More importantly, it combines
to some extent the conservatism, orthodoxy and sectarianism
variables. Those who have developed their own scales will
argue there is a difference between these variables, and the
way in which the scales are constructed produces some dif-
ference. As Robinson and Shaver (1969: 593) write, "This
scale (Martin and Westie) measures religious fundamentalism
among Christians --- a construct similar to 'orthodoxy' as
conceived by other researchers discussed in this chapter."
Robinson and Shaver (p. 594) caution that some questions be-
cause cf their specific content may be associated with other
conservative attitudes and that some phrases may reflect dog-
matism. But, in essence, they feel that the "Religious Funda-
mentalism Scale seems to be a good short measure of religious
conservatism..." (p. 594). In further justification of the
usage of the scale it should be pointed out that Bonjean,
et al. (1967: 312-313) list Dynes' ;19550 sectarianism scale
under both the categories of "Church-sect" and "Fundamentalism."
For our purpose, one addition was made to the scale.
Item thirty reads, "Since Christ brought the dead to life, He
gave eternal life to all who have faith and obey His Word."
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The original question did not have the words "and obey
His Word." These were added because at the time of the
distribution of the questionnaire there was a theological
debate in the Church of Christ as to whether or not good
works were necessary for salvation, in addition to faith.
In order not to create a possible controversy for the
members, the concept of works was added to the question by
using the words "and obey His Word." Thus, both concepts
of faith and works were in the item.
Table 17 shows the correlation matrix (Pearsonian r)
for the scale. It will be noticed that the alphas were
satisfactory in both churches and that most of the inter-item
correlations were between the acceptance levels of .1 to .6
(Guilford, 1965: 481). There were three deviations from
this. In the Southern Baptist church LADeath and Stories
received a correlation of .73847. In the Churc'. of Christ,
items Return and Christ received a correlation of .70732
and Deadlife and Stories a correlation of .07852. Although
these were out of the normal acceptance range, since there
were only three deviations and the items received satis-
factory correlations in all other areas, the items were
deemed satisfactory enough to leave in the scale. Since
the scale was acceptable, when respondents did not answer
an item, the mean score of their answered questions in the
scale was given to the unanswered questions. In the Church
of Christ item 28 (LADeath) was the least answered question











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































unanswered question in the Baptist church was item 30
(Deadlife) with four (3.8%) non-respondents.
As previously discussed, item 30 was modified for this
survey. Even so, this item received the lowest correlations
in the scale in both churches. A number of individuals
wrote corrections on the question or wrote that they did
not understand it, etc. But it is believed that the item
was not low enough to omit its use.
The fundamentalism scale was recoded into: (1) low - 32
to 35.99; (2) medium - 36 to 40.99; and (3) high - 41 to 45.
It should be noted in Table 18 that both churches are
approximately "equal" in their doctrinal beliefs.
TABLE 18
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH IN EACH CATEGORY OF
SCORES ON THE FUNDAMENTALISM SCALE
Church
Low Medium High
32 to 35.99 36 to 40.99 41 to 45 Total
Church of
Christ




9.5 19.0 71.4 99.9
(N=105)
General Sense of Meaning
An index of a general sense of meaning was developed
so as to further define meaning in the thesis. Whereas
meaning is operationalized as the belief that one belongs
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to and attends the New Testament Church, the general sense
of meaning attempts to define the general feeling one has
towards his religion and the church -- the overall impor-
tance of religion and he church in one's life.
The following items make up the index of the general
sense of meaning:




Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree
15. My church has not been able to help me in setting
my goals and values in life.
Strongly
Agree
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree
17. In making everyday decisions in life I usually







Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree
of sickness or distress, my religion has
able to give me any consolation or help.
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree
21. My religion has been helpful in broadening my
understanding of the meaning of life.
Strongly
Agree
Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree
Items 13 and 15 measure how much one feels his church
has helped him. Items 17, 20, and 21 view one's attitude
towards his religion as a whole.
Items 15 and 20 were constructed by the author. Items
13 and 21 are variations of those used by Demerath (1965: 72).
And the basis of item 17 was obtained from The Religious 
Factor (1961: 349) by Gerhard Lenski.
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When examining the variables for interaction, it was
found that there was a significant amount between the
general sense of meaning index and the fundamentalism
scale (See Table 20, pp. 72-73). Since the two variables were
similar in that they both measure an individual's personal
religious feelings and since the fundamentalism scale is a
well known and commonly used index and the general sense
of meaning scale was the author's own, the general sense
of meaning scale was dropped from the analysis.
Ethnicity
Item number 38 identified ethnicity:
38. What nationality background do you identify with?
(For example - German, Italian, American, etc.)
It is assumed that ethnicity will not make a difference,
for it is believed a significant number of people will
answer this question with "American." If a person answers
Danish or American-Danish, that is just as, or more
significant, than if he is actually Danish, for it shows
that Danes are a reference group for him. Table 19
shows the breakdown of categories in the ethnicity question.
As can be seen, the vast majority of the sample in
both churches answered the ethnicity item with "American."
It should be noted that when the other researchers who
were mentioned in the review of literature used the con-
cept of ethnicity in relation to church attendance, ethnic
groups were categorized according to nationality. The
"other" category here combines all of these different
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nationalities and still only comprises 14.1 percent in the
Church of Christ and 17.1 percent of the sample in the
Baptist Church. Therefore, it is deduced that ethnicity
is not a distinguishing variable in this study.
TABLE 19
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY CHURCH AND
ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION
Specific Ethnic Identi- No
Church American fication Besides American Response Total
Church of
Christ
82.2 14.1 3.7 100.0
(N=135)
Southern 79.0 17.1 3.8 99.9
Baptist (N=105)
It should be explained that the researcher in no way
feels that these are the only variables which may correlate
with church attendance. There are innumerable other influ-
ences such as the effect of the minister or the religious
background of the parishioners. But these are the primary
variables investigated in the literature.
Method (Statistical Technique)
The main tool used in the analysis was Multivariate
Nominal Scale Analysis (MNA). Since MNA assumes no inter-
action among the independent variables, it is common to run
the computer program THAID to test for this interaction.
Because of the small number of cases it was not possible
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to use this program. In place of this, a local program
developed by Dr. Thomas Madron at Western Kentucky Univer-
sity was used. The main limitation of the program is
that it can deal with only forty variables at one time.
Interaction between the variables was evaluated by
three criteria. First, a chi-square probability value of
.05 or less was used as a level of significance. Second,
if a significant relationship was found in the chi-square
probabilities, the gamma value of the variables was examined.
Davis's (1971: 49) criteria for evaluating gamma was
basically followed. If the gamma value was .50 and above
or -.50 and above, the variables were considered for com-
bining or excluding one from the analysis. If the gamma
was .65 and above or -.65 anu above, definite action was
taken on the variables. Third, four criteria which were
used to make a decision on those variables between the
.5 to .65 or -.5 to -.65 range were how many variables the
individual variable was significantly related to, the
distribution of the variables in the percentage tables,
whether or not the two variables were enough alike to be
combined, and whether or not the same relationship was
evident in both churches.
As has already been discussed, four variables in the
analysis of church attendance showed definite interaction.
The number of evenings spent at church and the number of
church organizations actively participated in showed a
high degree of interaction and were combined into the one
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variable called "activity." As Table 20 indicates the
general sense of meaning index and the conservative/or-
thodoxy (fundamentalism) index also showed heavy "over-
lapping." Because of this, the general sense of meaning
index was dropped from the analysis.
In the Baptist church it can be seen that the chi-square
probability shows significant relationships between several
other variables. Meaning is significantly related to
education; orthodoxy/conservatism to activity; organiza-
tions belonged to to activity, education, income, and
meaning; and, number of closest friends/same church as re-
spondent to activity. When evaluated by the criteria none of
these were deemed necessary to combine or eliminate. These
"uverlappings" should be kept in mind, for they indicate
that the independent variables are not totally independent
of one another.
In the Church of Christ we also find several significant
interactions. The chi-square probability value indicates
that education is significantly related to occupation;
income to education; organizations belonged to to activity,
occupation, education and income; and, number of closest
friends/different church, same denomination to number of
closest friends/same church as respondent. These were also
not believed to be necessary to combine or eliminate when
evaluated by the criteria. But again, these overlappings
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It should be mentioned that the statistics computed in
these tables do not mean that they are an extremely ac-
curate rendering of all the interaction between the vari-
ables. For example, gamma is a very liberal statistic
concerning interaction. But since the program THAID could
not be used because of the small sample size, the use of
chi-square and gamma seemed to be the next best technique.
Table 21 shows the chi-square and gamma values for
those variables being examined for their relationship to
belonging. The same criteria used for evaluating the vari-
ables examined with church attendance were used in the eval-
uation of the variables being examined with belonging. As
has been discussed, mother's church, whether or not one's
mother and father were living and the number of years lived
in or near Bowling Green, Kentucky, were dropped from the
analysis because of high interaction with other variables.
The variables of length of membership and number of years
the individual has attended his previous church were com-
bined. There was also a combining of the closest friends'
occupations into a white collar category.
In the Church of Christ it can be seen that there is
also a significant relationship between one's previous
church and number of years of attendance; father's church
and one's previous church and the location of one's pre-
vious church; occupation of closest friends/high-white
and years of attendance; and, occupation of closest friends/









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































closest friends/high-white and occupation of closest friends/
medium-white. When evaluating these by the criteria set it
was not believed necessary to drop or combine them. But
these "overlappings" should again be kept in mind, for
the independent variables are not totally independent of
one another.
Because of the small sample size, it was found that
when using a random numbers subprogram, the statistics in
the program would vary from computer run to computer run.
This was found to happen in both the interaction computer
program and MNA. But upon examination of the data, it
was discovered that the change in the statistics was rela-
tively small and did not alter the basic findings of the
analysis.
After the tests for interaction the data were then sub-
jected to MNA. MNA is a computer program designed for multi-
variate analysis. When examining how a dependent variable
is affected by a set of independent variables, MNA answers
five basic questions:
"(1) Taken all together, how well do the independent
variables explain the variability in the dependent
variable? (2) What is the relationship of a par-
ticular independent variable to the dependent vari-
able after statistically holding constant all other
independent variables? (3) What is the marginal
usefulness of a particular independent variable in
explaining the dependent variable over and above 
what all other independent variables can explain?
(4) Taking into account a particular object's
(e.g., person's) scores on the independent variables,
what score should we predict for it on the dependent
variable? (5) By how much does each case actually
deviate from the prediction made for it?" (Andrews
and Messenger, 1973: 4)
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MNA is unique in its attempt to answer these questions
in several ways. First, it can manipulate the data re-
gardless of any form or pattern that may exist between the
independent variables and dependent variable or between
the independent variables. Also, the independent vari-
ables may be designed at any level of measurement and the
dependent variable can be set up in mutually exclusive
categories.
MNA computes several statistics for interpretation of
the data. The statistic R2 is a generalized squared multiple
correlation. It shows how much variance can be explained
in the dependent variable by the independent variables and
then computes the amount of variance that can be explained
in each individual category of the dependent variable by
the independent variables.
The multivariate Theta (49) shows the percent of cases
that can be correctly categorized after taking into ac-
count the independent variables. Theta can be subtracted
from the mode of the overall percentage distribution in
the categories of the dependent variable to show the amount
of gain in accuracy of prediction the independent variables
give. The statistics of R2 and Theta give the overall
strengths of the multiple relationships.
MNA then examines the influence of each independent
variable on the dependent variable. Computed are the
generalized eta square (n2) and the bivariate Theta. These




The statistic "Beta Square" is also computed. This shows
the importance of an independent variable in predicting
the dependent variable when all other independent variables
are held constant.
The statistics discussed so far have been summary statis-
tics. Statistics are also computed to examine each category
of the independent variable. First, a percentage distri-
bution is given in the categories of the two variables.
Coefficients are examined for a multivariate relationship.
The coefficient shows the effect of being in a particular
category of the independent variable on the possibility of
being in each category of the dependent variable. This is
the basis of the additive model in MNA. The coefficients
can be added together to predict the respondent's score on
the dependent variable. The coefficient adjusts for all
relationships, those between independent variables and
those between the independent variables and the dependent
variable.
The adjusted percent statistic is the coefficient
added to the overall percent in that category of the de-
pendent variable. The adjusted percent can be compared
to the overall percent to see the effect of that category
of the independent variable on the dependent variable after
holding the other variables constant.
As can be seen, two important aspects to look for in
viewing the MNA printout is large coefficients and large
differences between the adjusted and overall percentages.
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If one desires to see the effect of an independent
variable over and above the other independent variables, a
second run of MNA is necessary, leaving out that independent
variable and viewing the difference in the R2 and Theta
between the two runs. MNA can also compute a set of
probabilities to indicate the possibility of each case
falling into each category of the dependent variable. If
desired, residual scores can be computed for each case to
show how much each case deviated from the prediction made
for it.
There are several advantages and restrictions to MNA.
Where in MCA the dependent variable is dichotomized, in
MNA it may contain several categories. However, no cate-
gory of the dependent variable should contain less than
ten percent of the cases in the sample. Also, the sample
should be large enough to enable the use of one's dummy
predictor variables. Andrews and Messenger (1973: 57)
suggest that one have no more than ten times as many cases
as dummy predictor variables. MNA also assumes an addi-
tive model, and consequently that there is no substantial
interaction among the independent variables.
As has been noted several times, one of the major short
comings of this study is the small number of cases. It
is suggested that one have ten times as many cases as
dummy predictor variables in the analysis. Because of the
small number of cases, this was not possible. Theref)re,
the use of these data in generalizing to the general pop-
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ulation is quite small. But it is believed to be valid
for the populations in this study since the number of
cases in the Church of Christ represents 39%of the total
membership of that church and 62% of the original sample
and Southern Baptist return represents 18.2% of the total
membership of that church and 37% of the original samplc.
Since this is an exploratory study, this difficulty is
not believed to hinder the analysis.
MNA does not compute any tests of significance. The
designers say this is because it looks at "mangitudes of re-
lationship rather than statistical significance of those
relationships" (Andrews and Messenger, 1973: 37). They
feel that when dealing with data sets the size that MNA
is designed for, "that almost any relationship which is
large enough to be important is likely to be statistically
significant" (p. 37).
2
2The entire discussion of MNA was taken from Multi-
variate Nominal Scale Analysis: A Report On A New Analysis




This chapter will examine the bivariate relationships
between the independent variables and church attendance.
This will be done primarily within each church with a short
statement of the differences between the churches as to the
effect the variables have within them. Those variables
whose effects on belonging were viewed will be ranked as to
their order of importance in explaining belonging in each
church. Then the major independent variables will be ranked
as to the amount of variance they can explain in the de-
pendent variable church attendance.
Since Multiple Nominal Scale Analysis was used in the
analysis, percentage deviations from the grand mean before
and after adjusting for other variables will be used in the
interpretation of the data. The multivariate statistic R
2
will be used to rank the independent variables as to the
amount of variance they explain in the dependent variable.
Other Religious Activity 
It will be remembered that activity is a combination
of the variables "number of evenings spent at church per
week besides regularly scheduled worship services" and "num-
82
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ber of church organizations actively participated in."
Table 22 reports the results of the bivariate relationship
between activity and church attendance. Column one shows
the number of respondents in that church in each category
of the independent variable. Column two gives the per-
centage distribution of this information. Column three,
the gross deviation, computes the category-specific pro-
portion in that category of church attendance minus the
proportion of the entire sample in that church which re-
sponded in that category of the dependent variable. Column
four indicates the net deviation from the grand mean, or the
category-specific proportion minus the proportion of the
entire sample when controlling on the other eight variables.
It will be noted in some of the tables that there is a
for a net deviation. This happened when there were no
respondents in that category and the computer program would
compute a minus percentage lower than the grand mean itself
in order to total the coefficients in that category of the
independent variable to zero.
Table 22 indicates that as to the amount of other religious
activity increases, so does church attendance. In the three
times per week attenders in the Baptist church we find that
high activity produces a gain of 29.10 percentage points over
the mean. That percent rise steadily drops till there is a
loss of percent in the medium activity category of -0.72%
and that drops to a -16.35% for those three times per week















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































show this same relationship when the other variables are
controlled (32.93% to -13.98%). This relationship is found
in the twice per week attenders (24.44%) where those medium
high in activity are the highest attenders. The pattern
continues through low activity where we find a deviation
of -18.27% in the gross and -15.74% in the net. The once
per week category continues this relationship for in the
low category of attendance the medium low (37.40%) and
low activity (29.71%) respondents are the highest attenders.
The Church of Christ presents basically the same re-
lationship, although there are a few differences in the
categories. The Church of Christ high activity respondents
are all in the three times per week attendance category. We
do find that high activity is more closely associated with
higher attendance than medium activity (37.78% as compared to
19.45%) and medium activity more than low (19.45% to -30.51%).
But the categories of medium high and medium low do not fol-
low the pattern. The medium high activity respondents at-
tend three services per week less often than the medium ac-
tivity respondents. And those in the low activity category
more often than those in the medium low. T. is is especially
prominent in the three per week attendance category for the
medium activity respondents where the deviation for the
medium high is 14.25% and the medium, 19.45%. And for the
medium low this discrepancy of a positive relationship between
activity and attendance is most apparent in the twice per
week category where the gross deviation is 37.51% and the
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top three activity categories are minus percents and the
last is a gain of 2.47 percentage points. There is no ap-
parent reason for this relationship and it holds throughout
the table in the Church of Christ.
When comparing the effect of activity within each church,
it can be seen that high activity has more effect on high
attenders in the Baptist church than in the Church of Christ.
Although in the Church of Christ there is a gain of 37.78
percentage points as opposed to 29.10 points in the Baptist
church, when comparing medium high activity the Baptist gain
is 22.54 percentage points compared to 14.25 points for the
Church of Christ. Once again it is noteworthy to mention
the high attendance of the medium activity category in the
Church of Christ. Although we have no way to test for
significant differences between churches, the above findings,
along with the sharp differences in the net deviations with
the Baptists being higher in the high activity category,
seem to suggest that activity is a better predictor of
church attendance in the Baptist church than in the Church
of Christ, although the large deviations suggest it is very
important in both.
Occupation
Table 23 indicates the relationship between occupation
and attendance in both churches. In the three services per
week category in the Baptist church it can be seen that as
occupational status increases do does attendance, at least














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































deviation for the skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled to
1.83% for the administrative category. But there is a drop
in the influence of occupation from the middle occupational
group to the high occupational level (1.83% to 1.04%). This
is even more apparent whLn viewing the net deviations when
all other variables are controlled (5.24% to -1.08%). Con-
cerning the middle attendance category, the high occupational
level continues to drop (-6.39%) while the low occupational
group becomes the highest attenders here (16.90%). It can
be seen that those high occupationally fall more into the
one or less per week category.
In the Church of Christ the same phenomena is found,
but with two different occupational groups. The high oc-
cupational group does attend the most (3.63%), but the low
group attends more than the middle (-0.52% deviation as
compared to -2.65%). But when looking at twice per week
attendance, we find that there is a definite positive re-
lationship between occupation and church attendance, going
from a gross deviation of 2.7% for high occupational status
to -2.15% for low status. So, in the Church of Christ the
best attenders are those in the high occupational level, but
the second best attenders are the low level occupationally.
When viewing the effect of occupation within each
church, it seems that occupation has a greater effect in the
Baptist church than the Church of Christ. In the Baptist
church the difference in the net deviations in the high
attendance category from the high to middle occupational
91
level is 6.32 percentage points whereas in the Church of
Christ it is 3.05 points. Again in the same category in
the Baptist church the net deviation goes from 5.24% in the
middle category to -12.91% in the low, whereas in the Church
of Christ it only goes from -1.29% to -0.25%. This same
large difference in deviations holds throughout the table,
signifying that although we cannot statistically say that
occupation is a better predictor of church attendance in the
Baptist church than in the Church of Christ, a comparison
of our findings do seem to indicate this.
Education
The results of the relationship between education and
church attendance are shown in Table 24. For the Baptists
it seems typical that church attendance increases as edu-
cation increases. In the gross deviations in the high cate-
gory of attendance we find 1.60% in attendance in the high
level of education, -4.35% in the middle level, and a
-16.35% in the low. It should be noted that extensive comment
cannot be made about the last educational level in the Bap-
tist church since only one respondent answered in it. There
is a difference in this relationship in the high attendance
category when all other variables are held constant. Here
the high education category has a -0.44% and the middle level
becomes the best educational predictor of attendance. But
in the rest of the table, the relationship remains both in







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the Church of Christ we again find a difference in
the gross and net deviations. In the high attendance cate-
gory the gross deviations show the high and low educational
levels as equal in their prediction of church attendance.
But when viewing the net deviations we find the relationship
that as educational level increases, church attendance in-
creases. The college category has a net deviation of 3.33%,
the high school has -2.88%, and the junior high school or
less category has -6.16%. In the twice per week attendance
category we find the best predictors are the high school
educational level (6.49%) followed by the last educational
level (-2.75%). Although the high educational group is
the best in attendance in the high category of attendance,
it drops considerably in the second category (-5.32%) and
then becomes the best predictor of once per week attendance
in the gross deviations (2.12%) and the second best in the
net (1.99%). So, although the net deviations in the high
attendance do show that as education increases so does church
attendance, this relationship does not hold throughout the
attendance categories in the Church of Christ.
When viewing both churches, the size of the coefficients
indicate that education does not seem to be a particularly
good predictor of church attendance in either church. Al-
though in the Church of Christ it does seem to be a somewhat
better predictor as can be seen when comparing the net de-
viations for the high attendance category. This is especially
true if one does not consider the last educational category
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of the Baptist church which has only one respondent and very
high coefficients. Then the difference in deviations between
the two churches becomes even more pronounced with the Church
of Christ having higher differences in its deviations, both
gross and net.
Income
The bivariate relationship between income and church
attendance may be seen in Table 25. Once again we find
large differences between the gross and net deviations.
In the Southern Baptist church the gross deviations indi-
cate that medium income is the best predictor of church at-
tendance (7.46%) and that the high income category is the
worst (-1.42%). But when controlling on the other variables
we find this situation drastically altered. The net de-
viations indicate that high income is the best predictor
of church attendance (2.40%) and low income is the second
best (1.92%). In the middle category of attendance we
find church attendance to be positively related to income.
This is found in both the gross and net deviations. When
examining the low category of church attendance, as would
be expected the high income group is the lowest (-2.47%).
The gross deviations indicate that here again we find a
positive relationship between church attendance and income,
with a gain of 13.53 percentage points when going from high
to low income. But when other variables are controlled the
middle income category becomes the high group in the low



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the highest income category does have the highest atten-
dance rates but the trend of the higher the income the
higher the church attendance does not hold throughout the
table.
As in the Southern Baptist church, in the Church of
Christ there is a large difference in the gross and net
deviations in the high attendance category. The gross de-
viations indicate that the high category of income is the
best predictor of church attendance (2.07%). The second
best predictor is the low category of income (0.28%). But
when examining the net deviations we find the exact opposite
of what was expected. When other variables are controlled,
as income increases--high attendance decreases. The net
deviations in the high attendance category show a gain of
9.02 percentage points from high income to low income. The
middle attendance category shows the middle income level
to be the best predictor. The gross deviations show the
low income category to be the second best (-0.37%), but the
net deviation shows low income to be the least best pre-
dictor of medium church attendance. When comparing the net
deviations of the high to low income categories there is a
loss of 2.33 percentage points. In the low attendance cate-
gory we find that high income is the best predictor of low
attendance (0.69%), followed by the low income category and
then the middle income category. This relationship holds in
both the gross and net deviations.
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When comparing the two churches using the net deviations
we find two different patterns. The best predictor of high
attendance in the Baptist church is the high income level,
where in the Church of Christ it is the low income level.
We also find a difference in the other two attendance cate-
gories. In the middle attendance category high income is
again the best predictor in the Baptist church, but medium
income is the best in the Church of Christ. So, we find that
the churches differ considerably in the effect of income
on church attendance. It should also be noted that income
is apparently more important as a predictor of attendance in
the Baptist church than in the Church of Christ. For instance,
when comparing the gross deviations in three categories of
attendance in the low income group we find 3.85% in the Bap-
tist church versus 0.28% in the Church of Christ, -7.21%
versus -0.37%, and 11.06% versus 0.09%.
Conservatism/Orthodoxy 
Table 26 shows the relationship between conservatism/
orthodoxy and church attendance. In the Baptist church the
gross deviations show that high conservatism/orthodoxy is
positively associated with high church attendance (4.98%).
But it is interesting here that low conservatism/orthodoxy
is the second best predictor (-5.24%) and when controlling
the other variables it becomes the best predictor (8.10%).
A word of caution should be given here; namely that the low
conservatism/orthodoxy category has only nine respondents
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































category must be viewed with skepticism. In the second cate-
gory of attendance the second category of conservatism/ortho-
doxy is the best predictor of those who attend twice per week.
It shows a gain of 8.33 percentage points over the low con-
servatism/orthodoxy category. The net deviations also show
it as the best predictor in medium attendance but instead of
low conservatism/orthodoxy being the next best predictor,
high conservatism/orthodoxy is the next best with a gain of
15.14 points over the low category. In the low attendance
category in both the gross and net divisions, low conservatism/
orthodoxy is the best predictor of low attendance followed by
medium and then high conservatism/orthodoxy.
The Church of Christ is somewhat more stable in the
relationship of the two variables. High conservatism/ortho-
doxy is the best predictor of high attendance with a gross
deviation of 7.88% and a net deviation of 4.42%. It is fol-
lowed by low conservatism/orthodoxy with a gross deviation
of -19.36% and a net deviation of -0.07%. Medium conservatism/
orthodoxy is the lowest predictor of high attendance with a
gross deviation of -20.28% and a net one of -13.82%. Once
again a precaution should be taken with interpreting the
results of the low conservatism/orthodoxy category since it
contains only seven respondents or 5.19% of the sample. The
middle category of attendance follows a pattern of positive
relationship between conservatism/orthodoxy and church at-
tendance. From the high conservatism/orthodoxy category to
the medium one the gross deviations show a gain of 11.38
100
percentage points and then a loss of 11.52 points from the
medium to the low category. The net deviations show the
same pattern, the high category showing a gain of 3.43 points
to the middle category and a loss of 12.85 points to the low.
In the low attendance category we find that the gross de-
viations show low conservatism/orthodoxy to be associated
with low attendance, but when controlling on other variables,
medium conservatism/orthodoxy is the best predictor of low
attendance.
When comparing the effect of conservatism/orthodoxy
within the churches, we find that the gross deviations in
both churches show high conservatism/orthodoxy to be asso-
ciated with high attendance, medium conservatism/orthodoxy
to be associated with medium attendance, and low conservatism/
orthodoxy to be associated with low attendance. The net
deviations do show some differences. In the Church of Christ
high attendance continues to be associated with high con-
servatism/orthodoxy but in the Baptist church low conser-
vatism/orthodoxy is the best predictor of high church at-
tendance. Again we should stress caution since this low
category had only nine respondents. In the low category
of attendance, the low conservatism/orthodoxy category is
the best predictor of low attendance, whereas in the Church
of Christ the medium category is the best predictor of low
attendance. But it should be noted that in both churches
there is little difference in the medium and low categories
of conservatism/orthodoxy in respect to low attendance.
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Conservatism/orthodoxy seems to be more important in
predicting church attendance in the Church of Christ than
in the Baptist church. This difference is noticeable,
especially when excluding the two very small categories
of low conservatism/orthodoxy. For instance, in the net
deviations we find the Church of Christ having a gain over
the Baptist church of 2.27 percentage points in the high
conservatism/orthodoxy--high attendance category.
Number of Secular Organizations Belonged To 
The relationship between church attendance and the
number of secular organizations one belongs to is indicated
by Table 27. In the high attendance category of the Baptist
church, there is the definite trend that as the number of
secular organizations increases so does church attendance.
The gross deviation goes from a 2.29% for those belonging to
two or more organizations to a -4.81% for those belonging to
none. But in the net deviations we find a very different
situation. Here high attendance is best predicted by those
who belong to no secular organizations (5.02%). This net
deviation goes to -0.36% for those who belong to two or
more organizations to -5.76% for those who belong to one
organization. So, although the gross deviations show a
positive relationship between attendance and membership in
secular organizations, when controlling on the other eight
variables, no organizational membership is the best predictor
of high attendance. In the medium category of attendance we














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































that high membership shows a negative relationship with at-
tendance. This negative relationship continues in the two
services per week category with there being a gain in the
gross deviations of 0.60 percentage points from one member-
ship to none. And in the net deviations there is a gain
of 7.27 points from one membership to none. In the gross
deviations for the low attendance category we find the same
type of relationship that we found in the high attendance
category when net deviations are considered, with the no
memberships category being the best predictor of low at-
tendance (3.85%). Hut upon examination of the net de-
viations, we find a negative relationship between attendance
and membership in secular organizations going from a 10.10%
in the two or more category to a -20.86% in the no member-
ship category.
In the Church of Christ we find that in the gross
deviations the best predictor of high church attendance are
those that belong to one secular organization (3.16%).
It is followed by the two or more organizations category
(1.42%) with the worst predictor being those that belong to
no organizations (-2.96%). Tri the net deviations the one
organization category is by far the best predictor of high
attendance with 12.J6% increase over the grand mean. Al-
though those that belong to no organizations are the second
best predictors of high attendance (-1.92%) the net devia-
tion of it and two or more organizations (-3.96%) are both
negative.
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With such a strong relationship with high attendance
one would expect the one organization category to show
negative deviations in both the medium and low categories
of attendance. It does this with a gross deviation of -1.66%
and a net deviation of -8.98% in the twice per week atten-
dance category and a -1.51% gross and -3.38% net deviation
in the once per week category. In the medium attendance
category we find that the no organizational memberships
is the best predictor in both the gross and net deviations.
In the low attendance category it can be seen that in the
gross deviations the no organizations category is positively
related to low attendance (1.48%). But when controlling
the other variables the high membership category assumes a
positive relationship with low attendance (2.45%).
The two churches also differ as to the effect of
these organizations. In the Baptist church the gross de-
viations show high membership to be positively associated
with church attendance. But the net deviations show the
exact opposite, that low membership is positively associated
with high attendance. Whereas in the Church of Christ we
find that in both the gross and net deviations medium mem-
bership (one organization) is positively associated with
high attendance.
Meaninl
Table 28 shows the bivariate relationship between
meaning and church attendance. The gross deviations in the


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is the best predictor of high church attendance and high
meaning (-16.35%) is the worst. This same pattern con-
tinues in the net deviations with medium meaning having a
net deviation of 5.31% and high meaning a net deviation of
-15.76%. Caution should be taken here for there is only
one respondent in the high meaning category, and therefore
the deviations of this category should be viewed with
skepticism. The medium category of attendance shows low
meaning (6.09%) to be positively associated with medium at-
tendance, followed by medium meaning (-17.96%) and then high
meaning (-25.96%). We find this again in the net deviations
where low meaning is the best predictor of attendance (7.40%).
The low category of attendance shows in both the gross and
net deviations that low meaning is negatively associated
with low attendance, probably because of its strong associ-
ation with medium attendance. Overall, we find that medium
meaning is the second best predictor showing that its
strongest influence is in the high and low attendance cate-
gories.
The Church of Christ shows a much more stable pattern.
In the high attendance category, meaning shows a positive
relationship with church attendance. From low to high
meaning we find a gain of 46.76 percentage points in the
gross deviations and 20.30 points in the net. This relation-
ship continues in the middle attendance category as medium
meaning becomes the best predictor (9.05%), followed by
high (-4.10%) and then low (-17.04%) meaning. The relation-
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ship holds in the low meaning category where low meaning is
positively associated with low attendance (54.26%). A
word of caution should also be mentioned here, for the low
meaning category has only four respondents.
To compare the deviations between these two churches would
be somewhat superfluous when one remembers the vast difference
in their meaning scores. In the Church of Christ 62.96% of
the respondents answered in the high meaning category as com-
pared to 0.96% in the Baptist church.
tist church 75.00% of its respondents
meaning category as compared to 2.96%
Likewise, in the Bap-
answered in the low
in the Church of Christ.
If one drops the high meaning category in the Baptist church
(since it has only one respondent) we find that the net
deviations show a positive relationship between meaning and
high church attendance. And this relationship is definitely
seen in the Church of Christ. By the large differences in
the response to meaning we may conclude that meaning is much
more important as a predictor of attendance in the Church of
Christ than in the Baptist church.
Belonging - Number of Closest Friends In One's Congregation 
In Table 29 we can see the relationship between belonging
and church attendance. In the Southern Baptist church the
high attendance category shows that a positive relationship
between three or more closest friends attending one's church
and church attendance. Oddly enough those with three closest
friends (23.65%) are better predictors than those with four
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































holds in the net deviations. Somewhat of the same pattern is
found in the last two categories of closest friends where
one or two closest friends (-5.24%) is a worst predictor of
attendance than no closest friends (-3 85%). The medium
category of attendance shows a similar picture with the two
or one friends category being the best predictor of attendance.
In the gross deviations there is a gain of 35.29 percentage
points from the high friends category to two or one and then
a loss of 16.44 points from there to no closest friends. This
same pattern continues in the net deviations. The low cate-
gory of attendance shows somewhat surprisingly that high be-
longing is positively associated with low attendance. In
the gross deviations it is the second best predictor (4.81%)
with the best being the no closest friends category (11.06%).
But when all other variables are held constant, high belonging
becomes the best predictor of low attendance with a net de-
viation of 16.82%.
In the Church of Christ belonging tends to follow a some-
what more fixed pattern. In the high attendance category we
see that as belonging increases--so does church attendance.
In the gross deviations this is evidenced by a gain of 55.81
percentage points from low to high belonging, and 45.49 points
in the net deviations. This same pattern continues in the
medium category of attendance where high beloncing is the
worst predictor (-17.04%) and the three closest friends cate-
gory is the second worst (-13.19%). No closest friends is
the best predictor of medium attendance with a gross de-
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viation of 8.54% and a net deviation of 11.51%. The re-
lationship of high belonging--high attendance continues in
the low category of attendance where there is a loss of
30.23 percentage points from the low to high belonging cate-
gory in the gross deviations and a loss of 10.42 points in
the net.
When comparing the effect of belonging within the two
churches we find that it is a better predictor of church
attendance in the Church of Christ. We noted that here the
pattern of high belonging--high attendance was consistent.
As a further example one can look across the table in the
high belonging category of both churches. In the Baptist
church we see it positively related to both the high and
low attendance categories, where in the Church of Christ it
is only positively related in the high attendance category.
Table 30 indicates the rank order of the variables used
to view their effect on belonging, defined as the number of
closest friends in one's congregation. In Multiple Nominal
Scale Analysis this ordering is achieved by making multiple
computer runs leaving out one predictor variable each time.
The statistic used for this ordering is the multivariate
R2 which indicates the amount of variance explained by the
independent variables. Column one (R2-1) shows that R
2
found when that particular variable was left out of the
analysis. Column two (R
2
t
-22-1) indicates the value com-
puted when the R2 which was found when leaving out that
particular variable is subtracted from the R2 discovered
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TABLE 30
EFFECTS OF PREDICTOR VARIABLES ON BELONGING (NUMBER OF
CLOSEST FRIENDS IN ONE'S CONGREGATION)
SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH
Predictor Variables R2-1 R2t(1578)-R
2-I
Closest Friends' Occupations .0798 .0798
(White Collar)
Years of Attendance and .0963 .0615
Length of Membership
Closest Friends' Occupations .1330 .0248
(Blue Collar)
One's Previous Church .1334 .0244
City and State of One's .1345 .0233
Previous Church
Father's Church .1389 .0189
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Predictor Variables R2-1 R2
t
(.1463)-R2-1
Father's Church .1046 .0417
Closest Friends' Occupations .1132 .0331
(White Collar)
Closest Friends' Occupations .1325 .0138
(Blue Collar)
City and State of One's .1338 .0125
Previous Church
One's Previous Church .1373 .0090
Years of Attendance and .1402 .0061
Length of Membership
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when all the predictor variables were taken into account.
The value computed in column two allows one to rank the vari-
ables as to their order of importance in explaining the
dependent variable.
In the Southern Baptist church the best predictor of
belonging is clearly those closest friends with white collar
occupations (.0798). This is followed by the combined vari-
able of the number of years one has been attending his
present church and the number of years one has been a member
(.0615). There is then a great drop in the amount of variance
explained with the last four variables being much closer in
the amount of variance they explain. The ordering of the
Last four variables is the number of one's closest friends
who have blue collar occupations (.0248), the church one
attended before his present one (.0244), the city and state
this previous church was located in (.0233), and the church
one's father attended (.0169).
In the Church of Christ we find somewhat of a different
situation than in the Baptist church. The best predictor
of belonging in the Church of Christ is the church that one's
father attended (.0417). This is followed by the number
of closest friends who have white collar occupations (.0334).
There is then a substantial loss in the amount of variance
explained to the variable ranked third, that being the
number of closest friends who have blue collar occupations
(.0138). The two variables concerning one's previous church
are next with the city and state of one's previous church
113
being first (.0125) and the church one previously attended
being next (.0090). The number of years one has been at-
tending the Church of Christ and the number of years one has
been a member explained little of the variance in belonging
(.0061).
There are a couple of interesting aspects when one
compares the predictors between the two churches. The oc-
cupations of one's closest friends rank in the top three in
both churches. In the Southern Baptist church the white
collar friends are the best predictor of belonging and in the
Church of Christ they rank second. In the Southern Baptist
church we also find that the number of years one has been
attending and has been a member of his church is the second
best predictor of belonging. But in the Church of Christ
this ranks last, and rather we find that one's religious
background, signified by one's father's church is the best
predictor of belonging. So in both churches the occupations
of one's closest friends are very important predictors of
belonging. But in the Baptist church how long you have been
around is a very important predictor of belonging whereas in
the Church of Christ one's religious background is more im-
portant.
Belonging - Number of Closest Friends In One's Denomination 
The bivariate relationship between belonging defined as
the number of closest friends in one's denomination and church
attendance is found in Table 31. The gross deviation of























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































be associated with high church attendance. But the gross
deviations also show low belonging to be associated with
high church attendance (3.65%). But it is noteworthy that
this disappears when the other variables are controlled.
Then there is a definite positive relationship between be-
longing and church attendance with a gain of 55.35 percentage
points from low to high belonging in the high attendance cate-
gory. This relationship is continued in the first two be-
longing categories of medium attendance, both of them showing
negative gross and net deviations. But we also find that the
no closest friends category is a better predictor of medium
attendance (2.04%) than the two or one closest friends cate-
gory (1.73%). This same relationship remains in the net
deviations. In the low attendance category we find the
top three belonging categories to be positively related with
low attendance and only the no closest friends category
showing a negative relationship. This changes when the other
variables are held constant; then high belonging is negatively
related to low attendance (-1.64%), followed by the two or
one closest friends category (-1.06%). 'Dadly, three closest
friends is the best predictor of low attendance with a net
deviation of 5.60%.
In the Church of Christ the gross deviations show all
the categories of belonging positively related to attendance.
But in the net deviations we find that there is more of a
progressive pattern of positive relationships between be-
longing and attendance. However, we find that this does
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not hold for the bottom categories of belonging. The no
friends category (-1.36%) is a better predictor of high
attendance than the two or one friend category (-2.14%).
The gross deviations in the middle category of attendance
show the three friends category (4.54%) to be the best pre-
dictor of medium attendance followed by the no friends cate-
gory (3.71%). But in the net deviations we find that as
belonging decreases--medium attendance increases, with a
gain of 17.12 percentage points from medium high to low
belonging. In low attendance we find that according to
both the gross and net deviations, the three friends cate-
gory is the best predictor of low attendance. In the gross
deviations low attendance is associated with high belonging
(12.59%), but when other variables are held constant, the
two or one friends category (3.46%) is the second best pre-
dictor of low church attendance.
When comparing the effects of the number of one's best
friends which belong to the same denomination we find that
in both churches high belonging is associated with high
church attendance. The differences in the net deviations
between the two churches indicate that this effect is more
favorable to the Baptist church which has a 14.83 percentage
point increase (46.40% - 31.57%) over the grand mean in the
four or five closest friends - high attendance category, and
a 2.73 percentage point difference in the three closest friends
high attendance category (6.28% for the Baptist and 3.55%
for the Church of Christ).
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Table 32 shows the rank ordering of the predictor
variables as to the degree of influence they have upon church
attendance. The same format is used in this table as was
discussed for Table 30 on page 111. In the Southern Baptist
church we find that activity is by far the best predictor
of church attendance (.2151). Tt is followed by three "social
status" variables; income (.0568), the number of secular
organizations one belongs to (.0510), and occupation (.0502).
These are followed by both types of belonging (one's con-
gregation - .0492 and one's denomination - .0457) and then
meaning (.0391), education (.0235), and conservatism/orthodoxy
(.0118).
In the Church of Christ, activity (.1332) is once again
the best predictor of church attendance. But after that there
are sharp differences between it and the Southern Baptist
church. Belonging defined as the number of one's closest
friends in one's own congregation (.0319) is the second best
predictor followed by meaning (.0298). This is followed by
another "theological" index, conservatism/orthodoxy (.0221).
Then come the social status variables of occupation (.0184),
education (.0128), and income (.0118). These are followed
by the number of secular organizations one belongs to
(.0111) and belonging defined as the number of closest friends
in one's denomination (.0030).
It is readily evident when comparing the best predictors
of church attendance within the churches that some of the
variables have very different effects within the churches.
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TABLE 32








No. of Secular Organizations .3788 .0510
Occupation .3796 .0502
Belonging (Friends In One's .3806 .0492
Congregation)



















No. of Secular Organizations .3467 .0111
Belonging (Friends In .3548 .0030
One's Denomination)
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Activity is the best predictor of church attendance within
both churches. This comes as no surprise for it is logical
that those who spend time at church and in church activities
would be those who attend the formal worship services more
often. After activity, the differences between the two
churches become large. The best predictors in the 3aptist
church are the social status variables such as income and
occupation. But in the Church of Christ they are friendship
circles (belonging) followed by theological concerns; meaning
and conservatism/orthodoxy. So, where church attendance in
the Baptist church is better predicted by social status, in
the Church of Chr4 -t friendship and theology take on greater
importance.
The findings in this chapter support the major hypo-
thesis that meaning and belonging are positively related to
church attendance in both churches and that they are better
predictors of attendance in the Church of Christ than in
the Southern Baptist church. Although there was some de-
viation in some tables, basic positive relationships in both
churches were found between church attendance and other re-
ligious activity, education, and conservatism/orthodoxy.
In the Baptist church positive relationships were also found
between church attendance and income and number of secular
organizations belonged to and a negative relationship be-
tween occupation and attendance. In the Church of Christ,
income and number of secular organizations belonged to showed
negative relationships with church attendance while oc-
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cupation showed a positive relationship with it. In both
churches the occupations of one's closest friends were im-
portant predictors of belonging. But in the Baptist church
where the combined variable of number of years one has
been attending his present church and number of years one
has been a member of his present church was important, in
the Church of Christ the church one's father attended was
a more important predictor of belonging.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The main thrust of this thesis has been to assess the
importance of certain variables in predicting church attendance
in two different church environments and then comparing the
effects of the different variables between the two churches.
This chapter of the thesis will assess the hypotheses in light
of the findings in Chapter IV. The within-church hypotheses
will be examined first, followed by the between-church hy-
potheses.
Within Church Hypotheses 
It was hypothesized that in both churches other religious
activity would show a positive relationship with church at-
tendance. This hypothesis is supported for the Southern
Baptist church where there was a positive relationship between
other religious activity and church attendance. Although
there are some discrepancies between the two medium and be-
tween the two low categories, we do find in the Church of
Christ a basic pattern of positive relationship between other
religious activity and church attendance.
The hypothesis concerning social status stated that in
both churches occupation, education, and income would be
positively related to church attendance. The hypothesis was
122
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confirmed for education in both churches. But while oc-
cupation showed a positive relationship with church attendance
in the Church of Christ, it showed a negative one in the
Baptist church. Concerning income, the hypothesis was
supported in the Baptist church, but not in the Church of
Christ.
As was stated, the hypothesis concerning occupation had
to be rejected in the Southern Baptist church. Here we
found that the middle category of occupation (administrative,
clerical) was the best predictor of high church attendance
and the high occupational category (executives, managers, etc.)
was the best predictor of low attendance. The Church of
Christ came more in line with the hypothesis. Although in
the high attendance category low occupation was a better pre-
dictor than medium occupation, high occupation was positively
related to high church attendance.
In the Baptist church medium educational attainment
(high school) was found to be the best predictor of church at-
tendance, followed by high educational attainment (college or
more). The hypothesis was confirmed in the rest of the
findings in the Baptist church. In the Church of Christ the
hypothesis is accepted with positive a relationship between
education and church attendance.
In the Southern Baptist church we found that in the high
attendance category high income ($10,001 to over $25,000) is
positively related to church attendance. But in the same
category we find that low income (under $3,000 to $5,000) is
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the second best predictor of attendance. So, the middle
income level is the weakest predictor of who attends three
times per week. In the Church of Christ we find a very
surprising phenomenon; when income increases, church at-
tendance decreases--a direct opposite to what was hypothesized.
There is no apparent reason why both churches would
show positive relationships with church attendance in two
categories of social status, but not in a third; the Baptists
showing a negative relationship with occupation and the Church
of Christ with income. This is especially perplexing since
it is two different social status variables that are neg-
atively related in each church. The data give no indication
of the reason for this. Further analysis by treating the
two negatively related variables as dependent variables and
examining the differences in the categories as to the other
variables might ellicit some of the reasons for this relation-
ship.
The hypothesis that thc two churches would be similar
in conservatism/orthodoxy scores was confirmed. It was also
hypothesized that within the churches there would be a
positive relationship between conservatism/orthodoxy and
church attendance. In the Baptist church the hypothesis
was confirmed throughout the table except in the high atten-
dance category. Here the low conservatism/orthodoxy group
was found to be a better predictor of attendance than the
high group. But it should be mentioned that caution should
be exercised in this interpretation, for there were only
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nine respondents (8.65% of the sample) in the low con-
servatism/orthodoxy category. In the Church of Christ high
attendance is best predicted by high conservatism/orthodoxy,
although low conservatism/orthodoxy is the second best pre-
dictor. Caution should again be used here since the low
conservatism/orthodoxy category of the Church of Christ
has only seven respondents (5.19% of the sample). The hy-
pothesis was confirmed in the middle category of attendance,
although medium conservatism/orthodoxy was found to be the
best predictor of low attendance.
It was hypothesized that in the Southern Baptist church
membership in other voluntary organizations would have a
positive relationship with church attendance. This hypothesis
cannot be accepted, for in both the high and middle categories
of attendance the best predictor of church attendance is those
who belong to no other voluntary associations. In the Church
of Christ it was hypothesized that church attendance would be
negatively related to the number of other voluntary associations
one belonged to. This was confirmed in the middle and last
categories of attendance. But concerning high attendance
it was found that the best predictor was those who belonged
to one voluntary association, with the no organizations
category being the second best predictor. In both churches
the data show that those who attend church "often" are less
likely to join other organizations. This seems to confirm
the statement that those who attend church are not "joiners",
but rather the church is their main organizational activity.
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Concerning meaning, it was hypothesized that within
churches meaning would show a positive relationship with
church attendance. In the Southern Baptist church we noted
that medium meaning is the best predictor of medium church
attendance. This is not consistent with the hypothesis,
but it should be noted that the high meaning category has
only one respondent (0.96% of the sample) and when this
category is dropped, the hypothesis is confirmed. In the
Church of Christ the hypothesis is confirmed, with a positive
relationship between meaning and church attendance.
The belonging (the number of closest friends in one's
congregation) hypothesis stated that as belonging increased,
so would church attendance. In the Southern Baptist church
this was not confirmed in all categories of belonging, but
when viewing the categories as a whole, the hypothesis was
upheld. In the high attendance category those who had three
closest friends in their congregation showed a more positive
relationship than those who had four or five closest friends
in their congregation. But both of them were positively
related to church attendance, whereas the two lower categories
of belonging were not. So, although there was not a linear
positive relationship between belonging and church attendance,
there was still a positive relationship. In the Church of
Christ we find more of a linear relationship, confirming the
hypothesis of a positive relationship between belonging and
church attendance.
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Belonging as measured by the number of closest friends in
one's denomination was a supplementary category of the in-
dependent variable belonging. Once again, although there
was some deviations in the categories we found the hypothesis
confirmed within both churches that as belonging increases--
church attendance increases.
Between-Church Hypotheses
The between church hypotheses for other religious activity
was that it would be a better predictor of church attendance
in the Baptist church than in the Church of Christ. Statisti-
cally, this hypothesis cannot be accepted. The amount of
variance explained and the coefficients are larger in the
Baptist church, but since variables were not held constant
between churches, but within, one cannot definitely say that
activity is a better predictor of church attendance in the
Baptist church than in the Church of Christ. The rank order
list of predictors did show that activity was the most im-
portant predictor of church attendance in both churches.
The most obvious reason for this is that activity is an ele-
ment of church participation and thereby should be the
best predictor of church attendance. Those who participate
in the informal church activities will logically be the
most frequent formal worship service attenders.
It was hypothesized that social status (occupation,
education, and income) would be a better predictor of atten-
dance in the Baptist church than in the Church of Christ.
The hypothesis was supported for occupation and income.
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These two variables have been important correlates with
church attendance throughout the literature. It was expected
that they would not be as important in the Church of Christ
as in the Baptist church because meaning and belonging
would be more important in the Church of Christ. This was
found to be true.
The social status hypothesis concerning education had
to be rejected. Education was a better predictor of attendance
in the Church of Christ than in the Baptist church. There
does not seem to be any apparent reason for this, especially
when one considers the large amount of variance that the
other two social status variables explain in the Baptist
church. It is significant to point out that education is not
a strong predictor in either church, ranking next to last
(eighth) in the predictor list in the Baptist church and sixth
in the Church of Christ list.
The hypothesis concerning conservatism/orthodoxy stated
that conservatism/orthodoxy would be a better predictor of
attendance in the Church of Christ than in the Southern Bap-
tist church. This hypothesis was confirmed with it ranking
fourth in the Church of Christ and last in the Baptist church.
This finding indicates that belief systems are very important
in the Church of Christ. This finding can be associated with
meaning. If one believes that he belongs to the New Testament
Church, he will be very particular that he believes in only
the right doctrine. It will be very important for his theology
to be correct, for this is what separates him from the "other"
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churches. In the Baptist church conservatism/orthodoxy is
not as an important predictor, signifying that deviation in
beliefs among the members is not as an important distinguishing
characteristic as some other variables concerning who does
and does not attend church. Since theological belief is
so important in the Church of Christ, it can explain more of
the variance in church attendance than in the Baptist church.
It was hypothesized that other voluntary (or secular)
organizations would be a
in the Baptist church
was found to be true,
izations ranked third
better predictor of church attendance
than in the Church of Christ. This
as members in other voluntary organ-
on the list of predictors in the
Baptist church and next to last in the Church of Christ. This
variable is somewhat of a social status variable itself and
has been called such by some researchers. This again in-
dicates that social status is more important for predicting
attendance in the Baptist church, where in the Church of Christ
theological beliefs (meaning and conservatism/orthodoxy)
take greater priority.
Meaning was hypothesized to be a better predictor of
church attendance in the Church of Christ than in the Southern
Baptist church. This was confirmed with meaning ranking
third in the list of predictors in the Church of Christ and
seventh in the Southern Baptist church. This was expected
because of the differences in belief in the two church en-
vironments. The Church of Christ explicitly teaches that
they are the New Testament Church. This teaching dominates
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their entire theological perspective. Their structure is
organized with this belief in mind. If one believes that
he belongs to the church, he will adjust his entire life-style
to conform to this belief. He will obey his church's con-
cepts and precepts. He will mold his attitudes and values
after the teachings of his church. And the stronger this
belief, the more he will attend church, as the within-church
findings showed. On the other hand, the Baptist church in
which this study was conducted does not explicitly teach
that they are the New Testament Church. Although they
feel they are theologically correct in their teachings,
they do not make a point of saying everyone else is wrong.
It is probably this lack of emphasis that makes meaning a
weaker predictor here than in the Church of Christ.
Once again it must be cautioned that statistically
no definite statements can be made about differences between
these two churches. But when comparing the results of the
two churches it can be seen that the Church of Christ has
considerably higher attendance rates than the Baptist church.
The Church of Christ had 62.22% that attended three services per
week, 17.04% that attended twice per week and 20.74% that
attended once per week or less. In the Baptist church it
was found that only 16.69% attended three services weekly,
25.96% twice weekly, and 57.69% once per week or less. Since
meaning is such an important predictor of attendance in the
Church of Christ, it does seen that meaning, believing one
belongs to the New Testament Church, does produce higher
rates of attendance.
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Belonging was hypothesized to be a better predictor of
attendance in the Church of Christ than in the Southern Bap-
tist church. This was confirmed with belonging ranking
second in the list of predictors in the Church of Christ and
fifth in the Southern Baptist church. It was assumed that
those who believed they belonged to the New Testament Church
would want to associate with others who were correct in their
theology. It was found that the Church of Christ did have
more of their best friends that attended their own con-
gregation. The higher attendance in the Church of Christ
as compared to the Baptist church does seem to indicate that
belonging is an important determinant of church attendance.
This is in agreement with the literature review in which
researchers have found a positive correlation between the
number of best friends in one's congregation and church
attendance. Once again we may note the higher attendance
rates in the Church of Chr st as opposed to the Baptist church.
With belonging ranking second on the Church of Christ pre-
dictor list, it does seem to indicate that belonging may
help produce these higher attendance rates in the Church of
Christ.
Belonging was also examined for the variables that best
predicted it within churches. It was found that the two
best predictors in the Southern Baptist church were the
closest friends with white collar occupations followed by
the combined variable of the number of years onehas been
attending his present church and the number of years one
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has been a member of his present church. In the Church of
Christ the church one's father attends or attended was the
best predictor, followed by the closest friends with white
collar occupations. The number of friends with blue collar
occupations ranked third in both churches. As can be seen,
the occupations of one's closest friends are important in
both churches concerning the establishment of these friendship
circles within the churches. While the length of time one has
been around his church is more important in the Baptist church,
in the Church of Christ we find that it is a background vari-
able (father's church). This seems to indicate that those
in the Church of Christ are more influenced by Church of
Christ members from childhood than are members of the Baptist
church with other members.
Since the variable belonging was measured by one question
and those closest friends which belonged to one's congrega-
tion were not included in those that belong to one's denomin-
ation, we would expect belonging defined as the number of
closest friends in one's denomination to be a better predictor
of church attendance in the Baptist church than in the Church
of Christ. This is assumed since the Church of Christ has
more of its respondents with closest friends belonging to
their congregation. This was found to be the case with be-
longing defined as the number of closest friends in one's
denomination to be the sixth best predictor of church attendance
in the Baptist church, and the last predictor in the Church
of Christ. It is significant to note that in both churches
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the number of closest friends in one's congregation is a
better predictor of attendance than the number of closest
friends in one's denomination thereby signifying that belonging
defined as the number of closest friends in one's congregation
would be the most fruitful concept for further analysis.
Sununary 
The principal hypothesis of this thesis is that meaning
and belonging will be positively related to church attendance
and that these will be better predictors of attendance in
the Church of Christ than in the Southern Baptist church. This
was found to be true. In the Church of Christ belonging ranked
second in the list of predictors as to the amount of variance
it explained in attendance, and meaning ranked third. In
the Southern Baptist church the variables ranked fifth and
seventh respectively. We also found that the attendance rates
for the Church of Christ were much higher; 62.22% attending
three times per week, 17.04% attending twice per week, and
20.74% attending once per week or less. in the Southern
Baptist church we found much lower rates; 16.35% attending
three times per week, 25.96% attending twice per week, and
57.69% attending once per week or less. It does seem that
the high degree of meaning and belonging present in the
Church of Christ does lead to higher attendance. The belief
that one does belong to the church is likely to influence
one's attendance rates. And we find the same situation
concerning belonging; when one has more closest friends in
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a congregation, it generally influences his attendance in
a positive manner.
It is felt that these findings have several implications
for subsequent studies. As was discussed in the review of
literature, most researchers have used some type of con-
servatism/orthodoxy scale as a predictor of church attendance.
This study showed that both churches scored similarly on
a conservatism/orthodoxy scale and that another theological
index, "meaning," was a much better predictor of attendance
in both churches. This indicates that one's beliefs may
be more important in attendance than others have thought.
While the main emphasis in the literature to date has been
on categorizing church attenders by social class, this thesis
seems to indicate that it would be fruitful to examine the
differences in churches by theological beliefs. This would
seem logical since these beliefs are the primary reasons why
we have so many different types of churches.
It may be argued that the meaning scale used in this
thesis "fits" the theological beliefs of the Church of Christ,
and therefore, would logically show a positive relationship
with church attendance. I think there are two defenses for
the scale. First, it was found that for both churches there
was a positive relationship between the scale scores and
church attendance. For example, not everyone in the Church
of Christ scored in the high level of meaning and it
was found that those who did not attended church less. Secondly,
admittedly the scale is not perfect. But it does show that
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many of the variables sociologists have been using may not be
as specific as necessary to get at the reasons people attend
church. In the Church of Christ we found that the belief
that one attended the New Testament Church showed a positive
relationship with church attendance. In another church with
just as high attendance rates we may find that it is the be-
lief that one must be immersed in baptism, or that foot
washing is a necessary sacrament of the church. Whatever
the belief may be, it may provide enough "meaning" to
bring people to church. Although this thesis is certainly
not the last word on church attendance, it does seem to
indicate that there are "unexplored" variables that correlate
highly with church attehdance.
Another major difference between this study and others
was the categorization of church attendance. Other investi-
gators have used as their highest category of attendance
one service per week. As explained in the review of liter-
ature, it was believed that this would truncate the effects
of those who were the "faithful" attenders, those who attend
more than once per week. One of the purposes of this thesis
was to examine the reasons why those who come to church "come
every time the door is open." In doing this we have dis-
covered different influences from those who only measured
attendance with "once per week." It may be that more atten-
tion needs to be given to the "heart" of the church, those
who consistently give their time. Also, this thesis employed
only church members, not a random sample of a city or town.
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Once again, it seems that when using only church members
different findings are likely to result.
This thesis is admittedly an exploratory study and
does have several limitations. It is difficult to generalize
this study to other churches since only two churches were
used, and even though a significant number were in the sample
from each church, overall it was still a small sample size.
Also, both churches were from the same town, and although
similarity of environment was an advantage in some ways, it is
a limitation when generalizing one's study. But the thesis
does seem to indicate areas not fully explored by sociologists.
It may be that we have sold church members short not realizing
that not all people associate because of socioeconomic sim-
ilarities, but rather organizations, such as churches, can
provide a "meaning" and "belonging" that will produce a
commitment and outward response of attendance in that organ-
ization.
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I would appreciate your helping in a scientific study
being done by a member of the Sociology Department at Western
Kentucky University. The gentleman conducting the study is
Mi. Lud Weaver. He has talked with me and our deacon body
and we believe it will supplement some of the work done by
our Lang Range Planning Committee. You can make a positive
contribution not only to Mr. Weaver, but to our church, by
filling out the questionnaire and returning it promptly.
Tour answers will be known only to you. We are not
interested in the name of the person who completesthe quest-
ionnaire. Therefore, do not write your name on the Question-
naire. We do need to know your answer to every question.
It will take only twenty minutes to complete the questions.
Please, answer ever7 question. We want you to answer them as
you believe and not what you think would be acceptable. There
is no grade on this exercise. There are no right or wrong
answers. We want your answers to the questions.
A return postage guaranteed envelope is enclosed. Mr.
Weaver will pay for your returned questionnaire. Please
return your questionnaire today.
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13th and Park Streets
P. O. Box 702





Bowting Gteen, Ky. 42101
Deat MA. Doe,
I am ahking 4ot tiout coopetatian in a scientikc study being done by a
membet ofc the Sociaeogy Depattment at Westean Kentucky Univeasity. The
gentteman con&cting the study, Lud Weaven, haz exptained his puapase
and paoceduaes to me and I betieve that the tesutts o6 this study would
be o4 bene6a to the ehuAch. The etdeas undetstand and appaove o6 this
aeseaxch also. You can help us by &Wing out and ptomptly tetuamtng-
this questionne.
This suavey as secaet as youa poaticat vote. You. anweas will be
known onty to you. athough we need to knot; gout answet to eve/u/ 
question, we do notmnt to knov yam. name. Ptease, do not waite yout
name on the questionnaiac.
The questionnaike i4 veay Aimee to take, and takes only about twenty
minutes to anstget. Peease amswet e.veiuj question. Atso, answen each
queation as you teatty betZeve, net what you think is the tight oa ex-
pected anwea. Thete i/S no gtade on this questionnaite, no high ot
Low scoaes, no tight 04 totong answeas.
No postage 4A Aequited to maii back the questionnaike. Just use the
6e.t4-addtehhed envelope. Tdze all the time you need in answeaing the
questionnaiae. Just be suite to mail it back to the chutch the same
day you get it.









lnstructionn: Ploose be as accurate as pcssible in your answers. This
guestionneire is not as long as it looks, taking only about 20 minutes to
answer. We think you wiil even find it to be intereeting. Please, be sure
to answer all questions.
First, we would like to knew eeme th:ngs about your religious background.
I. Wnat church are you presently atterding?
How many years have you been attending your present church? year(s)
Are you a member of the church you are now attending? Yes No
If yes, how long have you been a member? year(s)
4. If ycu attended another church before attending this church, please indicate
the full name of that church, and the city and state in which it is located.
If you attended no other church before tne one you are now attending, write
none.
Doss your father attend church? Yes
If yes, give ine full name of that church. —
5.b. If your father is deceased, did he attend cnurcY? Yes No
If yes, give the full name of that church.
C.a. Dces your mother attend church? Yes
If yes, give the full name of that church.
No
C.h. If your mother is deceased, did she attend church? Yes   No
If yes, give the full name of that church.
7. How long have you lived in or near Bowling Green, Kentucky? year(s)
8. Of the three regularly scheduled worship services at your church every week
(Sunday morning service, Sunday evening service, and Wednesday night service),
hpw often do you usually attend?
three services per week
two services per week
one service per week
one or two services per month
less than one service per month ;for example, religious holidays such
as Christmas and Easter)
never, or almost never
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9. nr, the averago, how many evenings Jo you spend in church (nct counting recd.-
larly schedulod woeship 3ervice7)? This includes church neetings such as
church committees, church clu5s, ceureh groups, Sunday -chool dinners, pot
luck dinners, etc. This also inctus -ely and all church meetings such as
study oroups which may not ecteelly 7e_t in the church
two or more ocr wetk
one per week
two or three per month
nne per Ninth
none
10. What is the total number of church eroanizations, greups, -r activities





!I. We are also interested in knowing something about ycur five closest friends.
For each friend, Please indicate his or her religion, the name of the church
he or she attends, and his or her occupation. If she is a housewife, please
indicate the occupation of the head of the household. Please do not indicate











The next ten !tens are statements about your church and your religious life.
Each person will have different feelihgs about each statement; therefore, rear
the .statements very cerefully and circle the answer which is  the closest to 
yeer feeling or belief.
12. Many churches c'-cperete with other churches and religious groups for social
planning, civic improvGment, and fellowship. my church should co-operate
in the local council or federation of churches.
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree
13. My church has been art aid in strengthening my faith.
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree
14. My church, end no other Protestant church (such as the United Methodist or
Presbyterian, etc.), is the New Testament Church.
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree
15. My church has nr,t been eble to help ro in setting my values and goals in life.
Strongly Aeree Agree Undecidc:.: Disagree Strongly Disagree
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16. It j all rf(;ht fer a minister ef another Protestant church (sitch f.,s the
United Methodist or oresbyte7lae, e+c.), to preach at 1 rship sorvico inmv church.
Strenelv A'ree egree Undecide! Disagree Strongly Disagree
17. In re:king everyday deeisiens in life 1 te-eJallv ask myself what Cod would
want me te
Strongly Agree Agree Un.:ecide,' Disagree Strongly Disagree
IS. It is all rignt for my churcn tc ht.Itt ,eint warship services with Protestant
cnerchcs of any denomination.
e:tronly Agree Agree UnJeci 'ed Disagree Stronf3ly Disagree
IQ. All other Protestant churches, besides my own, are wrong in their doctrinal
and crgenizational teachings whur cce-pared with what the New Testament says.
Strongly Agree Agree UnJeciied Disagree Strongly Disagree
20. In limes of sickness or distress, my religion has not been able to give me
any conselation cr help.
Strongly Aerce Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree
21. My religion has been helpful in broadening my understanding of the meaning
of life.
Strongly Agree Agree Undeci ,Jed Dis ree Strongly Disagree
Now we would like to ask you bout your own personal beliefs. Here are nine
statements which have been made about religion. Read the statements very 
carefully end eircle the answer en eech statement which comes closest to your
ewn belief.
77. The Eible is the inspired word of Cod.
Strongly Aaree Agree Un'ecideJ Disagree Strongly Disagree
23. The religious idea of heaven is net much more than superstition.
Strenlly ilgree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree
24. Christ was a mortal, historical person, but not a supernatural or divine being
Strongly Agroe i.gree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree
25. Christ is a divine being, The Sen of God.
Strongly Agree Agree UndecidcI Disagree Strongly Disagree
26. The stories in the Bible about Christ healing sick and lame persons by His
touch ere fictitious an mythical.
Strongly Agree. Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree
27. Some day Christ will return.
Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree
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28. Ihc idrp of 11 Fftu- death is simply a myth.
Strongly Agroe 1,qroo Un.locidod Disaer,.e :,-1- t - nr; ly Dislo,ree
29. If more of the ck.,-,plo in -1-1-:i ,s country w u ' turn tc-, C'-',it wc would havo 3
lot loss crime and corruption.
Strongly A-Tou !lnr1.:.cidod
30. Since Ghrist brouht the dead t,:) life,
faith and ,-)buy His Word.
Disnru Stron(:ly Disagre:,
a,!ve eternal life to all who have
Strrnjly Agret, AT3roo Undoci2id Disagree trt,n3ly Disiaree
Now, we would like to obtain orx.1 basic background informption about you.
Answers you give here will tc kopt strictly confidential and will b..: in nc wa,
!inked to any individual. Co,....please fill out cach 'yf -t , following by check
inn the onswer that best dJscribos you or supplyin . tn .„r - oriate informati•
31. What is your sox?
?Ialo
Y:arital Status
Sin.7,1e Married (living with spouse) Separated
Divorced Wijoricd




---- 36 to 50
51 to 65
over 65
34. Are you now a high school or college student? Yes No
lf yes, are you a full-time student? Yes - No
35. If you crL, the head of the househld, what is your present occupation?
If you aro not the head of the household, what is his or her occupation?
Please state ex7,ctly what the hoad of the housohold actually does and give
il,c, jOD title. if the head of your household is retired or if the former
head of your household is deceased, plcaso state his or her former occupatioi.
(Fur 7.xample, Roil .Jstate a(gent - ownor of his own realty company)
36. Your nighest educational attainment is:
Graduate professional training
College or university graduation
Some college training
Hiah school graduation
Some high school training
Junior high school graduation
Less than seven years of school
37. What was your approximatu f7-mily income before taxes (or if you do not live
with your family, but atone, your income) from all sources in 1974?









38. What nationality background do you identify with? (For example - German,
Italian, American, etc.)
39. Now we would !Tick: to know somethinr about the organizations and clubs you
b3lon,-; to. Below are listed various kinds of organizations. In the blank
in front of each kind of organization, write the number of organizations like
this to which vau belong. If non', mark O.
FRATERNAL GROUPS, such as Elks, Eagles, Masons, Knights of Columbus,
Eastern Star, ani women's auxiliaries to groups like this, etc.
SERVICE CLUBS, such as Lions, Rotary, Zonta, Jr., Chamber of Commerce, etc
POLITICAL GROUPS, such as Democratic or Republican clubs, and political
action groups such as voter's leagues, NAACP, etc.
LABOR UNIONS, such as International Typographical Union, Teamsters, etc.
SPORTS GROUPS, such as bowline teams, bridge clubs, or sports sponsoring
groups such as Downtown Quarterbacks, etc.
YOUTH GROUPS, such as Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H, etc.
SCHOOL SERVICE GROUPS, such as PTA, or alumni associations, etc.
HOBBY OR GARDEN CLUBS, such as stamp or coin clubs, flower clubs, pet
clubs, etc.
SCHOOL FRATERNITIES OR SORORITIES, such 35 Sicr3 Chi, Delta Gamma, etc.
NATIONALITY GROUPS, such as Sons of Norway, Hibernian Society, etc.
FARM ORGANIZATIONS, such as Farmer's Union, Farm Bureau, Grange, etc.
_ITERARY, ART, DISCUSSION, OR STUDY CLUBS, such as book review clubs,
theater groups, painting groups, etc.
PROFESSIONAL OR ACADEMIC SOCIETIES, such as the American Dental
Association, Pni Beta Kappa, etc.
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS NOT LISTED ABOVE (please write in)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION
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